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ABSTRACT 

A sequel to a previous paper, Fuhrmann [1983], this paper contains a detailed 
study of rational transfer functions having Hamiltonian symmetry. A detailed realiza- 
tion procedure is described that reflects this symmetry. As a corollary the Williamson 
canonical form for Hamiltonian maps in symplectic spaces is derived. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we continue the study, begun in [21], of the implications of 
certain symmetry restrictions on transfer functions and how these symmetries 
are reflected in symmetries of some classes of minimal realizations of these 
transfer functions. This work is not only a continuation of the previously 
mentioned paper, but it actually takes that paper as a model and more or less 
follows its logical structure. 

The case of interest to us here is that of Hamiltonian symmetry, namely 

G”(z)=e( -z)=G(z). 

This is a bit more intricate than the simple symmetry 

G(z)=G(z) 

treated before. As a consequence some of the computations become more 
involved. Even so, the end result, describing a canonical form under a natural 
equivalence relation between Hamiltonian transfer functions, is quite simple. 

While the paper is a direct sequel to [22], it is only fair to mention again 
that a lot of this work has been motivated by the reading of Brockett and 
Rahimi [8] and Brockett [4-61. Moreover, the technique of reduction to 
canonical form is an adaptation of a method of Bitmead and Anderson [2] 
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used in the study of the matrix Cauchy index. 
The paper is structured as follows. We begin, in Section 2, not with a 

review of the theory of polynomial models, developed in [15-18,20,21], but 
rather go through a quick rederivation using a global nondegenerate altemat- 
ing form defined on the space R”((z-‘)) of truncated Laurent series with 
vector coefficients in R”. We use this to develop a Hamiltonian duality theory 
which can be pushed down to the polynomial model level. 

In Section 3 we concentrate on Hamiltonian transfer functions and define 
a natural equivalence relation. We proceed to study canonical forms under 
this equivalence relation. In analogy with the symmetric case we will call this 
canonical form the Hamiltonian characteristic of the transfer function. The 
method of reduction is again through a special partial fraction decomposition 
which preserves the Hamiltonian symmetry and induces an orthogonal direct 
sum decomposition in the alternating metric. This allows us to reduce the 
problem to a local one. We classify the different cases and treat them 
separately. As a by-product we obtain a special Hamiltonian realization based 
on the Hamiltonian characteristic. Some lemmas in this section are close in 
spirit to Gelfand and Lidskii [26]. It is conceivable that the results of the 
analysis of case III in this section may lead to an alternative derivation of their 
results. The content of this section will probably be of use in the analysis of 
the topology of the space of Hamiltonian and symplectic maps as well as in 
the representation theory of Lie algebras. 

In Section 4 we generalize a theorem of Frobenius [13] and use it to study 
the canonical form of a general Hamiltonian map, i.e. a skew-symmetric map 
in a nondegenerate alternating metric. Finally we show this to be equivalent 
to the simultaneous reduction, by congruence, to canonical form of a pair 
(P, Q), P nonsingular and skew-symmetric and Q symmetric. This extends the 
work of Kronecker [29,30] and Weierstrass [39] in the purely symmetric case. 
This is a classical problem, arising in Hamiltonian mechanics (see for example 
[l]), solved first by Williamson [40]. More recent expositions of the derivation 
of the Williamson canonical form include [lo]. 

In this paper we work exclusively with the real field. Many of the results 
hold however, with suitable modifications, in the case of the complex field. In 
that case G(z) = G(Z)* and * stands for the Hermitian adjoint. 

2. POLYNOMIAL MODELS AND ALTERNATING METRICS 

In this section we will use polynomial models, introduced in [14,15], to 
study linear transformations in spaces of alternating metrics. Such spaces are 
usually called symplectic spaces. 
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To be specific, let V be a real vector space. We say that there is an 
alternating metric in V if there exists a nondegenerate bilinear form (( , )) 
on V X V which satisfies 

((x, Y>> = - ((Y* x>> forall x,yEV. (2.1) 

Eventually our aim will be to study linear maps in V that are skew-symmetric 
in an alternating metric. This will be done in Section 4. At this stage we lay 
the groundwork for the study of these spaces and maps by polynomial 
methods. 

Much as the theory of duality for polynomial models, laid out in [ZO], 
started from a bilinear form on R”((z-‘)), the space of all truncated Laurent 
series with coefficients in iw”, so the theory of alternating metrics at the 
polynomial level is derived from a global alternating form. 

We recall some definitions. By Wm[ z] we denote the space of all vector 
polynomials with coefficients in Iw m. By z-~IJ%~[[z-~]] we denote the space of 
all formal power series in z-r with [w” coefficients and vanishing constant 
term. Let 7~+ and 7~_ denote the projections of W”‘((C ‘)) on iI%“‘[ z] and 
z-‘Iw[[ .C’]] respectively. Since 

(2.2) 

r+ and 7~_ are complementary projections. 
Given a nonsingular polynomial matrix D in OBmX”‘[ z], we define projec- 

tion maps 7~~ in IWm[z] and rD in z-~R~[[z-~]] by 

rDj-=Dn D-' _ f for fE(W”‘[z] and 

TDh = r_ D-‘r, Dh for h E z-~R~ Wll. 
(2.3) 

We define two linear subspaces of Iw * [ z] and z- ‘[w m [ [ z- ‘I] respectively 

by 

X D = Range rD and XD = Range ?yD. (2.4) 

An element fbelongs to X, if and only if 71, D-‘f = 0, i.e. if and only if 
DP ‘fis a strictly proper rational vector function. Similarly h E XD if and only 
if r_ Dh = 0. We can turn X, and X D into Iw[ z]-modules by defining for 

P E W[zl 

p-f=r,pf for f EXD and p.h=n-ph for hEXD. (2.5) 
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Since Ker rD = DR m [ z] it is trivial to check 
quotient module R m [z] 1 DR * [z]. Moreover 
R [ z]-modules under the isomorphism Dp ‘5 

that X, is isomorphic to the 
X, and XD are isomorphic 

Denoting by T the transpose of the matrix T, for an element A(n) = 
CT_ _,Aizj of lRmx”((~~l)), we define A by 

Acz)= f Ajd. (2.6) j= -_x 

In R~((z~~))xR~((z-~)) we define a symmetric bilinear form [f, g] by 

where 

and g(z)= E gjzj. 
i= --(hl 

It is clear that as both f and g are truncated Laurent series, the sum in (2.7) is 
well defined, as it contains only a finite number of nonzero terms. We denote 
by T* the adjoint of a map T relative to the bilinear form of (2.7), i.e., T* is 
the unique map that satisfies 

[Tf, gl = [f,T*d for all f, g E tJJm((zP1>)a (2.8) 

We use this global bilinear form to obtain a concrete representation of the 
dual space X6 of X,, and in fact identify it with X,. More specifically we 
have the pairing 

(f, g) = [D-lf, g] (2.9) 

for f E X, and g E Xb. 
We introduce now a global alternating form on ~"((z-~))X[W~((Z~~)> in 

the following way. We define a map J: R “I(( z- ‘)) + R “(( z- ‘)) by 

(Jf)(x) = f( - x)2 (2.10) 
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or alternatively, if f(z) = CT! _ ,,$j, then 

(If>b> = E ( - i)jfid. 

j= --CTJ 

LEMMA 2.1. With J defined by (2.10) we have 

(i) J2 = I, 
(ii) J* = - J. 

Proof. Since ( - 1)j = ( - 1)-j, we have 

[If? gl = 2 ( - l)j$g-j-l 

j= -_30 

=- E jj(-l)~j-lgi~l=[f,Igl, 

i= -32 

which proves (ii). Part (i) is obvious. 

REMARK. Since we have an identification 

(llV[z])*=z-%“[[z-‘I], 

5 

(2.11) 

n 

(2.12) 

and as BB”[z] and z-~IW~[[Z-~]] are both J-invariant, we have 

(.qR”[z])“= -(I~z-lRm[[z-l]]). (2.13) 

We define now a new bilinear form on Iw “(( z- ’ )) x Iw “(( z- ’ )) by 

{f&9 = [If&l for f, g E F!m((z-l)). (2.14) 

LEMMA 2.2. The bilinear fom defined by (2.14) on W”((Z~~))X 
R”(( z-‘)) is alternating, i.e. 

{f,gI = - {g,f 1. (2.15) 
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Proof Clearly 

{fd = L?fAl= [fJ”gl= - [f,lg] = - [Jg,f] = - {g,f}. w 

Given a map Z: Rm((~-‘)) + R”‘((z~~)), we will denote by ZH the map, 
assuming it exists, which satisfies 

Vf3g) = {fJHg} (2.16) 

for all f, g E R”‘((z-l)). Since the form [ , 1, and hence also { , }, is 
nondegenerate, the map ZH, if it exists, is unique. The map Z” will be called 
the Hamiltonian adjoint of Z. 

Obviously there is a close relationship between Z* and ZH, and this is 
summarized by the following. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let Z: Rm((zP ‘)) + R”(( z-l)) be such that Z* exists. Then 
Z H exists and 

ZH = .lz*_l. (2.17) 

Proof. Since { Zf, g } = { f, Z “g } we have 

Wf,gl= [Jf,ZHg], 

or 

[fJ*J*gl= [f,J*zHg] for all f,g E lRm((zpl)). 

Hence 

z*.l* = J*ZH, or Z*]= JZH. 

This implies, since J2 = I, that (2.17) holds. 

LEMMA 2.4. For the projections r+ and 7~~ we have 

m+J= h +, 

a_.l= I%, 

n 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

and 

(2.20) 
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Proof. The relations (2.18) and (2.19) are obvious. To prove (2.20) note 
that 

{r+f,g) = Ur+f7gl= h+f,J”gl 

= - [~+fJgl= - [fJ_.k] = - [J2f,?a] 

= [JfJdgl= {fh_Jg} = { fJr?g}, 

i.e., 77T = Jr_ J = r _ holds. The other relation is proved similarly. n 

LEMMA 2.5. Let I be defined by (2.10). Then 

J” = - J* (2.21) 

Proof. { Jf, g} = [.r”f, gl = [If, J*gl = - [Jf, Jgl = - {f, Jg} = 
{ f, JHg }, i.e., (2.21) holds. n 

Recall that, given a function A E Iwmxm((~-l>>, the Laurent map L, 
induced by A is defined by 

L,f=Af for f ERm((z-‘)). (2.22) 

The next lemma characterizes the Hamiltonian adjoint of Laurent maps. 

LEMMA 2.6. Let A E Rmx”((z-l)). Then 

(LA)H=JL;J=JL& (2.23) 

Proof 

{L,f,g}={Af,g}=[JAf,g]=[f,AJ*g] 

= - If> Qg] = - [I”f, &] = - [If, J*AIg] 

= [IfJAJgl= {f,.mg} = { f.(L,)Hg}. 
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Since 

LT,= LA, (2.24) 

the proof of the lemma is complete. n 

The equality (2.24) generalizes to the case of Hamiltonian adjoints of 
Laurent maps. Given A E R m ““(( Z- ‘)), we define AH E R m xm(( Z- ‘)) by 

AH(z)=& -z). (2.25) 

A function A E Rmxm ((z- ’ )) will be called Hamiltonian if AH = A, and 
skew-Hamiltonian if AH = - A. Note that in the case of scalar functions these 

terms reduce to even and odd respectively. 
We can prove now the following. 

THEOREM 2.7. Given A E Rmxm((.z-l)), then 

(LJH = LA”. (2.26) 

Proof Let f E RmXm((z-I)). Then 

LZf = JLiIf = JL&lf, 

or 

(LZf)W = (JLA)f( - 4 = J(&)f( - 4) 

=A( -z)f(z)=(AHf)(z)=(LAuf)(z). n 

COROLLARY 2.8. ( LA)H = LA if and only if AH = A. 

We pass now to the analysis of Toeplitz and Hankel maps relative to the 
alternating metric. Recall [ 191 that, given A E Rmxm(( Z- ‘)), there are two 
Toeplitz maps associated with it, namely TA: Rm[ z] + Rm[ z] and T*: 
z-~W~[[Z-~]] -+ z~‘R~[[z~~]] defined by 

TAf = =+ LAf for f ElR”[n] (2.27) 
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and 

TAh = r_ L,h for h E zplR”‘[ [z-l]] (2.28) 

respectively. Also A induces a Hankel map HA: W”‘[z] --, z-‘lR’“[[zpl]] 
defined by 

HAf = I’- Af for f EiRm[z]. (2.29) 

THEOREM 2.9. Given A E 0% “‘x”(( z- ‘)), then 

(i) (TA)H = TAH, and 
(ii) (HA)H = H,II. 

Proof. (i): Let f E Rm[z] and g E z-~IW~[[Z-~]]. Then 

tTAfd = b-+LAf>g} = (f,(L,)“m:‘g} = { f,LA,,7Tg} 

= {f,tLAjHg) = {“+f,L,Hg} = { f,r_LA,,g} 

= { f,TAf’g}. 

(ii): Let f, g E R"'[z]. Then 

iHAf,g) = bLAf,g} = {L,f,g} = { f,L,f,g} 

Assume now we have two nondegenerate bilinear forms on V X V* and 
V* x V which satisfy ((x, y)) = - (( y, x)) for all x E V, y E V*. Note that 
while the two forms are distinct, we do not distinguish between them, as it 
will be always clear from the context which form we use. We say x is 
orthogonal to y if ((x, y )) = 0. Given a subset M c V, we define M as usual 

by 

MI = {yEV]((x,y))=Oforall xeM}. (2.30) 

Since full submodules of Iwm[z] are of the form DIW*[Z] with D a 
nonsingular polynomial matrix, it is of interest to characterize its orthogonal 
complement. The result should be compared with Theorem 2.6 of [20]. 
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THEOREM 2.10. Given the nonsingular polynomial matrix D E R m xm [z], 
then 

(DR”[n])’ = XDH (2.31) 

with the orthogonulity relative to the alternating form. 

Proof. Let f E Rm[z] and h E(DRm[z])l. Then 

This implies h E X DH. The converse follows from the same equalities. n 

In this connection we note the following. 

LEMMA 2.11. Let D be a nonsingular polynomial matrix, and let J be 
defined by (2.10). Then 

(i) JXij = XoH, and 
(ii) JX’ = XDH. 

Proof (i): A vector polynomial f is in X0 if and only if V+ fi- ‘f = 0. 
Since by (2.18) IV+ = m, 1, we have 

which proves (i) by the injectivity of J. (ii) is proved analogously. n 

We proceed now with the identification of the dual space to X, in the 
induced alternating metric. Since for a subspace M of X we have (X/M)H = 
M * , we have the following isomorphisms: 

(X,)“=(IR~[~]/DFP[X])~=X~~=X~~~. (2.32) 

We can use these isomorphisms to define a pairing between Xo and XDH 

by 

((f, g>> = { D-‘f, g > = [JD-lf> g] (2.33) 

for all f E X, and g E Xo”. We clearly also have ((f, g)) = { f,(DH)-‘g}, 
and as (DH)-‘g E XD”, we get indeed a representation of the dual space. 
This construction should be compared to that of [20]. 
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We note at this point that if D is a nonsingular Hamiltonian polynomial 
matrix, i.e. if D” = D, then X, with the metric of (2.33) is a symplectic space. 
Much use of this will be made in the sequel. 

We proceed now to compute the Hamiltonian adjoint of the projection ro 
defined in (2.3). 

LEMMA 2.12. Let D be a nonsingular polynomial matrix. Then 

(TJ = TP’. (2.34) 

Proof Let f E (Wm[z] and h E z-‘rW”[[z-iI]. Then 

{nDf,h}={~n_~- lf,h}=(f,(~")-'9"~~h) 

= {v+~,(D~)-‘v+D~~}= {f,~_(D”)-l~+~~h} 

= { f,i7Df’h}. w 

Recall that the shift map S,: X, + X, is defined by 

S,f = nnzf for f E X,. (2.35) 

Its Hamiltonian dual Sg is a map in (X,)” = XD”. The next theorem 
identifies this map. 

THEOREM 2.13. Let D be a nonsingular polynomial matrix. Then 

(S,)H = - S’yr. (2.36) 

Proof. Let f E X, and g E XD”. Then 

((S,f,g))= {D-‘S,f,g} = {D-‘Dn_D-‘zf,g} = {D-‘zf,g} 

= {ZD-‘f,g}= {f,(D”)- ‘zHg} = - (r+ f,(D”)-‘zg} 

= - { f,m_(D”)-‘zg} = - { f,(I)“)-‘DHn_(DH)-‘zg} 

= - { f>(DH) -&If%} = - ((f, S&g)), 

which proves the theorem. n 
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The space XP is in general not J-invariant. We have the following 
characterization of its action on XQ. 

THEOREM 2.14. Let J be defined by (2.10). Then J maps Xg bijectively 
onto XoC _ zj, and rncn-cover the diagram 

-x 

sv [” ’ 1 
Q(---I 

-Sol-;, 

J 
XQ- 'QC-d 

(2.37) 

is commutative. Moreover we have JN: XQ~ + XQ given by 

Proof fEXg 
strictly proper. But 

JH= -J. (2.38) 

if and only if r+Q- ‘f = 0, i.e. if and only if Q- ‘f is 
this is the case if and only if Q( - z))‘f( - z) is strictly 

proper, i.e. if and only if _/f E XQ(_,-). 
Now for f E X, 

jsQf= ]Q$= JQrQ-'xf= Q( - +_Q( - z) -‘( - z)f( - z) 

=- nQ(-,)z(~.) = - sQ(-z)Jfa 

This proves the commutativity of the diagram (2.37). To prove (2.38) let 
f E XQ, g E X0; then 

((.V,g))= {Q(-z)~l~f,g}={f,JHi)~lg} 

= - {L.@'g} = - [f,(QH)-‘k) 

= - (CL Jg)) = ((f, I”>>. n 

Next we analyze the Hamiltonian adjoints of homomorphisms of poly- 
nomial models. Recall that, given two nonsingular polynomial matrices D and 
D,, a map 2: X, + X,, is an Iw[ z]-module homomorphism if and only if 

there exist polynomial matrices M and N such that 

MD = D,N (2.39) 
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and 

Zf = rDIMf for f EXD. (2.40) 

Since we have the pairing between X, and X~H and between X,, and 
X o:,, respectively, as defined by (2.33), we define ZH: X,:I + Xo” as the 
unique map which satisfies 

((Zf> g>> = ((f, Z”g>> 

for all f E X, and g E X,1,. We can identify ZH concretely, and this is done 
next. 

THEOREM 2.15. Let Z: X, -+ XDl be defined by (2.40), with (2.39) 
holding. Then ZH: X,? + X,,H is given by 

Z”g = rD,,NHg for g E x,;/. (2.41) 

Proqf. Notice that (2.39) is equivalent to 

as well as to 

D,‘M = ND-l, (2.42) 

NH@ = DHMH 
1 (2.43) 

In particular the map W: X,1, --, X~H defined by 

Wg = rD,,NHg for g E X,;, (2.44) 

is a module homomorphism. Now for f E X, and g E X,1, we have 

((Zf>g)) = {D; %,,Mf, g} = { D,‘D,a_ D,‘Mf, g} 

= {ND-‘f,g} = { f,(D”)-‘NHg} = { f,r(D”)-‘NHg) 

= { f,(DH)-lDHr_(DH)-lNHg} 

= {f>(D”)-‘rpNHg} =((f,a,r,NHg))=((f,ZHg)). 

This implies (2.41), and the theorem is proved. n 
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Much as the symmetric rational functions gave rise to self-adjoint oper- 
ators in the indefinite metric spaces (see Fuhrmann [22] and Wimmer [42, 
431) the Hamiltonianly symmetric rational functions give rise to Hamiltonian 
maps, namely skew-symmetric maps in symplectic spaces, i.e. spaces equipped 
with an alternating metric. Specifically, let G be a strictly proper rational 
Hamiltonian transfer function, and let G = PQ- ’ be a matrix fraction repre- 
sentation of G. Thus 

(2.45) 

which implies 

PHQ = QHP. (2.46) 

COROLLARY 2.16. With the previous assumptions, the map W: Xg - Xytf 
defined by 

Wf=n$oI,P”f for f EXg (2.47) 

satisfies 

WH=W. (2.48) 

Proof This follows from Theorem 2.15, noticing that (2.46) is invariant 
under the involution A -+ A”. l 

Given two linear spaces U and V, a nondegenerate alternating form on 
V X V*, and a linear map B: U -+ V, we define B”: V* + U* by 

((Bu,v)) = (u, B”v). (2.49) 

Similarly, if C: V + U, we define C” by requiring the equality 

(Cv,u)= - ((v,C”u)) (2.50) 

to hold for all v E V and u E U. 
Suppose now that the system (A, B, C) realizes the transfer function 

G(z)=&GizP’. This means that for all U, v, (Gin, v)=(CAi-rBu, v). 
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Using our definitions of AH, BH, and CH, we have 

(G,u,u)=(CA’-‘Bu,u)= -(u,BH(AH)i-lCHo) 

=(u,Giv), 

15 

i.e. 

Gi = - BH(AH)‘-‘CH, 

which implies 

BH( - AH)i-lCH = ( - l)‘G,. 

Hence we can state 

THEOREM 2.17. Let (A, B, C) be a realization of the transfer function G 
with state space V, and let (( , )) b e a rwndegenerate alternating form on 
V x V*. Then the system ( - AH, CH, BH) is a realization of GH. 

We will call ( - AH, CH, BH) the Hamiltonian adjoint of the system 

(A, B, C). 
Given a strictly proper p X m rational function G and a Rosenbrock type 

representation of G 

G(x)=V(x)T(z)-‘U(n)+W(z), (2.51) 

then the system (A, B, C), with state space X,, defined by 

A=&-, (2.52) 

Bu = n&Ju, UEIRrn, (2.53) 

and 

Cf = (VT_‘f)_, for f E X, (2.54) 

is a realization of G, called the realization associated to the representation 
(2.51). 
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Let us compute A”, B”, C”. We already have seen that 

A”=S;= -SST,,. (2.55) 

Next we compute B “: X, --* R “? 

((Bu,f))=((Qh,f))= [IT-‘kZ-‘h,f] = - [,-T-‘%Jf] 

= - [PUU, If] = - [ u,eF-lJf] = - [uJ(u”(T”)-‘f)] 

= -(U,(J(u”(T”)-lf))~l)= -(U’(UH(l’“)-lf)_l) 

= (u, B”f), 

or 

BHf=(U*(TH)-lf)_l. (2.56) 

Here we have used the fact that (Jh_, = - h-, for any h E Wp((z-l)). 
Similarly we have for f E X, and u E [w p 

(Cf,u)=((VT-lf)~,,u)= [VPf,u] = [f,Mk] = - [Jf,,Ji;-qYu] 

= - [Jf,n_(T”)-%“a] = - (f,(T”)~‘T”n_(T”)-‘vHU) 

= - ((f> a,,V”u)) = ((f, C%)), 

or 

c”u = 7TT”V%. (2.57) 

We can summarize this by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.18. Let G be a p x m strictly proper rational transfer func- 
tion with the representation (2.51). Then the Hamiltonian adjoint of 
the realization (A, B, C) associated with the representation (2.51) is 
( - A”, CH, B”) given by (2.55), (2.56), and (2.57), and it is the realization 
associated with 

GH(~)=UN(~)(TH(~))-lVH(~)+WH(~). (2.58) 
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The pairing of elements of X, and Xo” given by (2.33) allows us to 
compute, for a subset V of X,, the annihilator V ‘, i.e., the set of all g E Xn11 
such that ((f, g)) = 0 for all f E V. Since SE = - So,,, it follows that if 
V c X, is a submodule, then so is V 1 in Xo”. However, we know (see [24]) 
that submodules, i.e. So-invariant subspaces, are related to factorizations of D 
into nonsingular factors. The annihilator of V can be concretely identified. 

THEOREM 2.19. Let V c X, be a s&module. Then V 1 is a s&module 
of Xp. Moreover if V= EX,, where D = EF is a factorization of D into 
nonsingular factors, then 

V 1 = FHX,,,. (2.59) 

Proof. Let V = EX, be a submodule of X, and let f E V ’ c Xn”. Then 
for each g E X, 

However, the last equality certainly holds for all g E FR’“[ z], for if g = Fg, 
then 

(Fg,>(FH)-‘f} = ( g,,FH(FH)-If} = {g,f } =O. 

Hence 

{g,(FH)-‘f} =O forall gERm[z]. 

This implies (F”)-‘f E Rm[z], or f E FHIRm[z]. Since f E Xo” and DH = 
FHEH, it follows that f E FHX, and so V 1 c FHXp. 

On the other hand, if f E FHX,, then f = FHfi with fi E XE”. Thus if 
g = Eg, and g, E X,, we have 

((g, f)) = ((Eg,, F%>> = { D-‘Eg,, FHf, > 

= {FD-‘Eg,,f,} = {g,>f,) =O. 

So the equality (2.59) follows. n 

We proceed to discuss bases and dual bases relative to alternating forms. 
Let (( , )) be a nondegenerate alternating form defined on V x V* and let 
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9?= {e,,..., e, } be a basis of V. Its (Hamiltonian) dual basis g” = 
{f,,..., f,} is defined by the conditions 

((ej, 4)) = 'ij' (2.60) 

Since ((e,,,f))= -((fi,e,)), wehave 9”“= -.%7. Let W: V-+V*; then 

Wl~” is the matrix representation of W relative to this pair of bases. If 
[W]$“=(wij) then 

wii = ((Wei, - ei)). (2.61) 

LEMMA 2.20. Let W: V -+ V*. Then 

[w],“” = - [w”],““. (2.62) 

Proof. 

[ W] g”, i.e. 
We have ((Wx, y)) = ((x,~“Y)) for all x, Y E V. Let (Wij>= 

wij = ((Wej, - e,)) = ((ej, - W”e,)) 

= ((WHe,,ej)) = - ((W”e,, -ej)) = - (W”)ji, 

which proves (2.62). 

COROLLARY 2.21. Let W: V + V* satisfy W” = W. Then [W]$$’ is 

skew-symmetric. 

We end this section with a result on Hankel maps that we will find useful 
later on. 

THEOREM 2.22. Let G, G, be two transfer functions. Then: 

(a) We have 

Range Ho, c Range H, 

if and only if 

G, = cGX 

for some polynomial matrix X. 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 
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(b) We have 

Ker H,, 1 Ker H, (2.65) 

if and only if 

G,=r_XG (2.66) 

for some polynomial matrix X. 

Proof (a): If such an X exists, then for any vector polynomial U E I?“‘[ Z] 
we have 

HG,u = r_G,u = c(~i_GX)u = cG(Xu)= HG(Xu), 

i.e., (2.63) holds. 
Conversely, assume (2.63) holds and let G = Q- ‘P and G, = Q, ‘P, be 

left coprime factorizations. Thus Range H, = X9 and Range Hc, = X01, and 
X01 c Xo by assumption. This implies that Qr is a right factor of Q, or that 
Q = Q2Q1. By the left coprimeness of Q and P, there exist polynomial 
matrices X and Y such that 

QzP, = PX + QY, 

and this in turn implies 

G,=Q,‘P,=Q-‘Q,P,=Q-‘PX+Y=GX+Y. 

The equality (2.64) follows now by applying the projection r_ to the 
previously obtained equality. 

(b): Let us assume a polynomial matrix X exists such that (2.66) holds, and 
let U E Ker H,, i.e. ~_Gu = 0. Then 

and (2.65) follows. 
Conversely, assume (2.65) holds, and let G = PQ- ’ and G, = P,Q, ’ be 

right coprime factorizations. Clearly Ker H, = QF”’ [ z] and Ker H,, = 
Q,F”‘[z], and Q,F”‘[z] I QF”‘[z] by assumption. This inclusion implies a 
factorization Q = QIQZ for some polynomial matrix Qa. 
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By the right coprimeness of P and Q there exist polynomial matrices X 
and Y such that 

PlQ2 = XP + YQ. 

Hence 

G, = P,Q,’ = PlQ2Q;‘Q;’ = PlQ2Q-l 

=XPQ-‘+Y=XG+Y. 

Applying the projection K to the last equality yields (2.66). 

3. HAMILTONIAN REALIZATION THEORY 

As in the case of symmetric transfer functions, where the symmetry of the 
transfer function is reflected in the existence of signature symmetric realiza- 
tions (in this connection see Brockett and Rahimi [8], Brockett [4-61, Youla 
and Tissi [44], Wimmer [43], and Fuhrmann [22]), one expects that Hamilto- 
nian symmetry will be reflected in a class of realizations of a specific 
symmetrical nature. 

A triple of matrices (A, B, C) with A E IW2nx2n is called a Hamiltonian 
system if for 

l’pl ;) 
the diagram 

m 

B/y c 
I n + R2” Al2 i -A 

Iw2” -5 R2” 

A/ -B 
m 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

is commutative. 
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Notice that this is a basis-dependent definition. To remove this constraint 
let us analyze the significance of the commutativity of the diagram (3.2). 

To this end we introduce in the Euclidean space Rzn, with the usual inner 
product ( , ), a new bilinear form by 

Since j = - J, it follows that the new form is a nondegenerate alternating 
form. Given a matrix A, we denote its Hamiltonian adjoint, i.e. its adjoint 
relative to this form, by AH, and it is defined through the equality 

((Ax, Y)) = ((~3 AHY>> (3.4) 

holding for all x, y E R’“. Since 

((Ax,y))=(JAx,y)= -(&f&Y)= -(kA!d 

= - ((x, Ay)) = ((~9 AHy)), 

it follows that AH = - A if and only if JA = - A.l, which is the expression of 
the commutativity of the central portion of the diagram (3.2). Analogously, if 
B: If!” + !Rzn, then we define a map BH: lR2” + II%‘” by 

((Bu, x)) = (X> BHY) (3.5) 

holding for all u E R” and x E R2”. Since 

((h x)) = (I% x) = (u, BIX) 

= - (u, BJX) = (u, Px), 

it follows that 

B”= - Bj= c. (3.6) 

Similarly, if C: R2” - R *, then CH: R” + R2” is defined by the equality 

(Cx, u) = - ((x,C%)) (3.7) 
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holding for all u E [w”’ and x E Iw2”. Since 

(Cx,u)=(x,~u)= -(J2x,Cu)=(Jx,_l&) 

= ((x, JCU)) = - ((x,CHu)), 

it follows that 

and in particular 

GH= - Jc=B, 

BHH=B GHH=G 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

This leads immediately to a more general definition. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a symplectic space. A triple of maps A: 
X+X, B: R”‘+X, and C: X+[w m is called a Hamiltonian system if it is 
skew-symmetric in the alternating metric of X, i.e. if 

AH= -A, BH=C, and CH=B. (3.10) 

The main result concerning Hamiltonian realization theory is due to 
Brockett and Rahimi [8]. We present here a polynomial proof. 

THEOREM 3.2. A strictly proper rational matrix function G is the transfer 
function of a Hamiltonian system if and only if it is Hamiltonian. 

Proof. Assume (A, B, C) is a Hamiltonian realization. Let 

G(n) = C(zZ - A) -‘B = E Gjz-j, 
j=l 

To show G is Hamiltonian it suffices to show that 

cj = ( - l)jGj, j=l,2,.... (3.12) 

(3.11) 
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Indeed, since Gj = CAj-‘B, then for U, o E R” 

(Gjq~)=(CAj-‘Bu,v)= - ((AjP’Bu,CHu)) 

= - ((Bu,(AH)j+CHo)) = - ((u, B”(A”)j-‘C%)) 

= ( - l)j( u, CAj-%) = ( - l)j( u, Gio), 

and hence (3.12) follows. 

To prove the converse, let G(x) be an tn X m Hamiltonian transfer 
function and let G = PQ- ’ be a right coprime factorization. Since G = GH, 
we have 

PQ-’ = (Q”) - ‘pt’, (3.13) 

or 

PHQ = QHP. (3.14) 

Let (A, B, C) be the realization of G in Xo given by 

A=So, 

Bu = rp for uEIW”‘, 

Cf= (WY-, for fE Xo. 

(3.15) 

Then, by Theorem 2.17, the system (AH, CH, BH) is a realization in Xy with 

AH= -So,,, 

BHu = PHu for uE[w”‘, 

C”f=((QH)-‘f)_i for ~EX(]. 

(3.16) 

Moreover the map W: Xo -+ Xg” defined by 

Wf = 7ipPHf for f E Xy (3.17) 
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makes the diagram 

/Y‘\, 
XQ XQH 

A AH 

7 7 

xQ\;vli,,. 
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(3.18) 

commutative. 
Choose any basis g= {er,...,e”} in Xq, and let ?ZH= {fr,...,f,} be its 

dual basis relative to the pairing (2.33). Also let S?,, be the standard basis of 
“‘. Then, by Corollary 2.16, we have WH = W, and by Corollary 2.20, 

;W I$’ is skew-symmetric. [ WlgH . D 1s nonsingular, as W is, by the right 

coprimeness of P and Q. We have therefore 

[W],““[A]:= [AH]$[W]$ 

and 

[cfqg = [W].g”[B]& 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Next we show 

[AH];:: = [A]; 

Note that the dual basis to BH, relative to the pairing (2.33) is 

(3.21) 

Hence 

BHH= { -e,,..., -e,}= -g. (3.22) 

aij = ((Aej, f;)) = ((ejt A”f;>> 

= - ((AHfi‘,ej)) = ((A”f;, - ej>> 

=([AH]$:)ji. 
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so (3.21) is proved. Equality (3.19) can therefore be written as 

[W]$[A]z= - [A];[W];::. 

Similarly if .c%‘~ = [ I+!J~ j . . . I),] is the standard basis in B” then 

[[C”]fi~)ij=((cH$j2 -ei>> 

=((ei~CH+j)> 

= ((Cei, iclj>) 

=([‘lZ)ji 

25 

(3.23) 

or 

[c”].g = [cl2 (3.24) 

Equations (3.23) and (3.24) prove G has a Hamiltonian realization. n 

In the above theorem we used the coprime factorization of a Hamiltonian 
transfer function to show the existence of a Hamiltonian realization. However, 
the coprime factorization of a Hamiltonian transfer function does not exhibit 
explicitly any of its symmetry properties. What we would like to obtain is a 
Rosenbrock type representation, from which a Hamiltonian realization can be 
easily derived. To this end we introduce a new equivalence relation and study 
canonical forms under this equivalence. 

Let Gi, i = 1,2, be Hamiltonian symmetric transfer functions, i.e. 

Gy(z)=ci( -z)=G,(z), 

and let Gi = PiQi- ’ be right coprime factorizations. 

DEFINITION 3.3. We say G, is Hamiltonian equivalent to G,, and write 
G, = I, G,, if there exist polynomial matrices V and P such that V and Qi are 
left coprime and 

G,(n)=U( -.z)Gl(z)V(x)+P(n) 

=V”(a)G,(z)U(x)+P(z). (3.25) 
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Note that G, = H G, implies an inequality among McMillan degrees, 
namely 6( G,) < 6( G,). This turns out to be an equality in view of the next 
lemma. We also note that the coprimeness condition, though asymmetrically 
stated, is actually symmetric. In fact, since G, is Hamiltonian, then 

and so U, Qi are left coprime if and only if UH, Q,” are right coprime. 

LEMMA 3.4. Hamiltonian equivalence is a bona fide equivalence rela- 
tion, i.e. it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. 

Proof. Reflexivity, i.e. G, = HG1, is trivial. To show symmetry assume 
G, = HG1, i.e. that (3.25) holds. By the left coprimeness of U and Qr there 
exist polynomial matrices X and Y such that 

U(n)X(z)+Q,(z)Y(z)=Z. (3.26) 

Hence from (3.25) it follows that 

Now 

X”UH=(UX)H=(Z-Q,Y)H=Z-YHQf, 

and therefore 

XHG,X=(Z-YHQ;‘)G1(Z-QIY)+XHPX 

= G, - { YHQ,WG, + G,Q,Y - YFQ;‘GIQIY - XHPX} 

or 

where 

G, = XHG,X + P,, 

P, = Y”QpG, + G,Q,Y - Y,“Q;‘G,Q,Y - XHPX, 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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and it is clear that P, is a Hamiltonian polynomial matrix. In particular, the 
representation (3.28) implies the inequalities 6(G,) < 6(G,) and hence actu- 
ally the equality 6(G,) = 6(G,). It follows that, necessarily, X and Q2 are left 
coprime. This proves G, = HG2 and the property of symmetry. 

To prove transitivity assume G, = H G, and G, = H G,, i.e. 

G 2 = U”G U + P 
1 1 1 1 

and 

G, = U,HG,U, + P2. 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

Substituting (3.29) into (3.30) yields 

G, = tJ,“U,“G,U,U, = U,“P&Q + P2. (3.31) 

Since 6( Gs) = 6( G,) = 6( G 1 ), the left coprimeness of Qi and U,U, is guaran- 
teed. Hence G, - H G,, and transitivity has been proved. n 

Whenever one has an equivalence relation, it is natural to inquire as to the 
existence of a canonical form, i.e. a “simplest” representative in each equiva- 
lence class. 

Our approach to the problem will be one of localizing it at the singulari- 
ties of the transfer function. Since these are given in terms of the characteris- 
tic polynomial of the generator in any minimal realization, we proceed to 
study that, as well as the set of all invariant factors. This will lead to a 
Hamiltonian partial fraction decomposition as well as to a direct sum decom- 
position of the symplectic space into symplectic subspaces which reduce a 
Hamiltonian map. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let 9 be a family of polynomials such that if p E B then so 
is pH, where p”(z)= p( - z). Then the g.c.d. r of all polynomials in B is 
either even or odd, i.e. it satisfies rH = _t r. 

Proof. Let r be the g.c.d. of all polynomials in 9’. Then if p E 9, we 
have p = rp, for some polynomial p, and p” = rp,. On the other hand, if 

P = rp,, then P H = r “‘py and pH = rp, implies p = rhpF. Therefore r H divides 
all polynomials in 9, and so r” I r. But this implies rH” I r” or r I rH. Hence 

necessarily r H = f r. n 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let Q be a nonsingular polynomial matrix, and let q be 
the minimal polynomial of S,. Then qH is the minimal polynomial of S,II. 

Proof. We saw, in (2.36), that So” = - S,M. Hence it follows that 

(q&J)” = qH(sp4* (3.32) 

Therefore qH is divisible by the minimal polynomial of S,,,. By symmetry, 
equality up to a sign follows. n 

COROLLARY 3.7. If Q is Hamiltonian polynomial matrix, then the 
minimal polynomial of So is even or odd. The same is true if Q is skew- 
Hamiltonian. 

The previous result holds not only for the minimal polynomial but actually 
for all invariant factors. 

THEOREM 3.8. Let Q be a nonsingular Hamiltonian polynomial matrix. 
Then its invariant factors are either even or odd. 

Proof. Let D,(Q) be the ith determinantal divisor of Q. Since the set of 
all determinants of i x i minors of Q satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5, it 
follows that the Di(Q) are all either even or odd. Hence the same holds for 
the invariant factors. n 

Odd invariant factors can actually appear. For example let P be a constant 
skew-symmetric matrix and let Q(z) = zP. Then Q is Hamiltonian but the 
minimal polynomial of Su is z. 

There is a special case of the previous theorem in which more specific 
information can be derived. This will be of use later on. 

THEOREM 3.9. Let A be an invertible skew-symmetric matrix. Then all its 
invariant factors are even polynomials. 

Proof. Let Q(x) = xl - A. It is clear that the skew-symmetry of A 
implies Q” = - Q, i.e., Q is skew-Hamiltonian. By Theorem 3.8 all invariant 
factors of Q are either even or odd polynomials. They cannot be odd, by the 
invertibility assumption on A. n 

Corollary 3.7 can be strengthened in the following way. 
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THEOREM 3.10. Let G = PQ- ’ be a coprime factorization of a Hamilto- 
nian transfer function. Then the minimal polynomial of Sg is even or odd. 

Proof. Since G is Hamiltonian, we have PHQ = QHP. Hence 

ZSQ = spz, 

where Z: XV + XV,, is defined by 

Zf = ?r@,P~lf for f E Xy 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

is invertible by the coprimeness assumption. Let 9,9” be the minimal 
polynomials of Sy and S,,, respectively. Obviously (3.33) implies 

0 = z9( SQ) = 9(Sy”)Z 

i.e., ~(S,U) = 0, or 9 I’ I 9. By using 9H instead of 9 we get 9 I 9” and hence 

the equality 9” = rt_ 9. n 

We remark that if 9 is the minimal polynomial of SQ in a coprime 
factorization G = PQ- ‘, then 9 is also the generator of the principal ideal 

{pIn_pG=O}. 

DEFINITION 3.11. An even polynomial p E W[z] will be called Hamilto- 
nianly irreducible if it cannot be written as a product of nontrivial even 
(Hamiltonian) polynomials. 

It is clear that any manic Hamiltonianly irreducible polynomial 9 is of one 
of the following forms: 

9(z) = z2> (3.35) 

9(z) = .z2- a2, a > 0, (3.36) 

9(z)=z2+a2, a > 0, (3.37) 

q(z)=[(z-a)2+b2][(z+a)2+b2], a,b>O. (3.38) 

Also note that 9( z ) is even if and only if n9( z ) is odd. Therefore we can 
state the following. 
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LEMMA 3.12. 

(i) Let q be a manic even polynomial. Then q has a unique (up to order) 
representation 

x~[(z-CJ+d$r.[(z+Ck)2+d$~. (3.39) 

(ii) Let q be a manic odd polynomial. Then q has a unique (up to order) 
representation 

q(z) = z 2p+l,(,2_ap)h,n(z2+b~)~J 

xn[(z-ck)2+d;]“x[(z+ck)2+d$‘. (3.40) 

We pass next to the study of Hamiltonian direct sum decompositions and 
Hamiltonian partial fraction expansions. 

Let G = PQ-l be a right coprime factorization of a Hamiltonian transfer 
function, and let q be the minimal polynomial of So, which by Corollary 3.7 is 
either even or odd. Let 

4 = 90 . . .9s (3.41) 

be a factorization of q of the form (3.39) or (3.40). Thus Q”(Z) = zT, whereas 
all the qi, i > 1, are powers of Hamiltonianly irreducible polynomials. There- 
fore qi = TTY,, where 7ri is Hamiltonianly irreducible and hence one of the 
types mentioned previously. 

The factorization (3.41) induces factorizations 

Q=DiQi (3.42) 

with q, the minimal polynomial of SC,, whereas the minimal polynomial of 0, 
is nj,iqj. In particular DiXo, are submodules of Xc1 and we have the direct 
sum decomposition 

Xg = 0,X,,, + . . . + D,X<,<. (3.43) 

The invariant subspace DiX, is clearly a direct summand, since 

(3.44) 
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Hence there exists a factorization of Q of the form 

Q = Q/D; 

and such that (for the details see [24]) 

Since obviously 

Q/X,, = c DiXo,. (3.46) 
j#i 

Dj X0, c Qt'X,: 7 (3.47) 

it follows that 

Di’= EiQj (3.48) 

(3.45) 

for some polynomial matrix E ., i.e., 
h 

Dl is a common left multiple of all Qj, 

j # i. It is actually simple to c eck that it is the 1.e.l.m. of all Qj, j f i. 

Now for Xg we have the direct sum decompositions 

Xy = D&,,@Q,‘X,:, (3.49) 

and hence for X,U we have the analogous decompositions 

xv,, = Q"XDI& ( D,')HX,,/~. (3.50) 

Again we can check that 

Q;‘X,/, = c ( D;)"Xco;),, . 
j#i 

Therefore the Hamiltonian annihilator of DiXys satisfies 

(DiX, )I = Q,"XD/, = c ( D;)HXcp;,"a 
j#i 

In particular we have the orthogonality relations 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

((DiX~,~(D~)“X,~;,~~))=O for j#i. (3.53) 
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Equivalently 
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(Q-'Dif,(D;)Hg) =O (3.54) 

for all f E Xo!, g E X,o;)fr. Since this holds for all f E QiR”‘[z] and g E 

(Q;)HR “‘[z], it is true for all polynomials f, g E R”‘[ Z]. This implies the 

following. 

LEMMA 3.13. With the previous notation, DiQ- ‘Di is a polynomial 
matrix for j # i. 

The next lemma will be useful in proving uniqueness of partial fraction 
decompositions. 

Given a rational transfer function G, we call the generator of the ideal 
{ p E F[ z] 1 v_ pG = 0} the minima2 polynomial of G. 

LEMMA 3.14. Let G be strictly proper and 

G= tGi= f:G/ (3.55) 
i=l i=l 

with Gi, G, strictly proper and 9i the minimal polynomial of Gi and G/. 
Assume the 9i are pairwise coprime. Then Gi = G,’ for all i. 

Proof. Let di = n j + i9i. Then d i and 9i are coprime. We obviously have 
Gi - Cl = Cj + ,(Gi - Gj). Assume Gi # G(; then H = Cj, ,(Gi - Gj) Z 0. Let 

J= {p~R[z][~pH=0}. J is a nontrivial ideal and hence generated by a 
nontrivial polynomial r. Obviously di and 9i are both in J and hence have a 
nontrivial common factor, namely r. This is a contradiction. Hence necessarily 
H = 0 and the proof is complete. n 

Next we prove the existence of a Hamiltonian partial fraction decomposi- 
tion. 

THEOREM 3.15. Let G = PQ- ’ be a Hamiltonian transfer function. Then 
with the previous definitions of Qi, Q/, Di, and D/, there exist uniquely 
determined P,’ such that 

G=xGi (3.56) 
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with 

Gi = P,‘( Q() - ’ 

strictly proper and Hamiltonian. 
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(3.57) 

Proof Note that, since (c)” = (s), G is Hamiltonian if and only if c 
is. So c = Q- ‘?, is Hamiltonian. Since 

Q = QQ:, (3.58) 

it follows that 

Now for each u E Rnl we have I’u E XQ, so by a linearity argument there 
exist uniquely determined polynomial matrices pi’ for which (o;)- ‘pj’ is 
strictly proper and such that 

or 

and by transposition 

s 

P = c D)ilP,f, 
i=l 

s 

P = c P,‘Di’. 
r=l 

Hence 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

G=pQ-‘= t pi’D,‘Q-‘= k pi'(Q/)-l=Gi. 
i=l i=l 
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The right coprimeness of P and Q implies the right coprimeness of P,’ and 
QI for all i. Since qi is the minimal polynomial of Qi and qi is even, it is also 
the minimal polynomial of (Q/)H. So 

$ 

G= zGi= ic", (3.63) 
i=l i=l 

and applying Lemma 3.14, we have 

G”=Gi. n (3.64) 

THEOREM 3.16. Let G be a Hamiltonian function, and let G = C”,lG, 
with Gi = P,Q,-’ Hamiltonian with coprime minimal polynomials. Assume 
Gi = HG( for all i. Then, with G’= Zs=,G/, we have 

G = HG’. (3.65) 

Proof. By assumption 

G; = XfGiXi + Pi (3.66) 

with Qi, Xi left coprime. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
Q,-rXi is strictly proper. By the multivariable version of the Chinese re- 
mainder theorem proved in [ZZ], there exists a unique polynomial matrix X 
such that Q- ‘X is strictly proper and 

X=Xi+QiYl. (3.67) 

Then we have 

xH~x = i: X~'G,X = i: (x," + Y/'G:)G~(x~ + Q,Y,) 
i=l i=l 

s .s .Y 

= C X;GiXi +P’= c (G/-P,)+P’= c G/+f’ 

i=l I=1 i=l 

= G’+ P. 
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Theorem 7.2 of [22] guarantees the left coprimeness of Q and X, and so (3.65) 

follows. n 

The previous theorem is of central importance in the search for canonical 
forms under Hamiltonian equivalence. It allows us to replace the global search 
by a local search for each summand in the Hamiltonian partial fraction 
expansion. We will treat the four cases, classified by the minimal polynomials, 
separately. 

Case I: q(z)= zs 
In this case we assume 

s 

G(z) = c Giz-‘. 
i=l 

Since G is assumed Hamiltonian, we have 

i even, 

i odd. 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

The next lemma treats the case where G, is nonsingular. Note that the 
nonsingularity of G, is equivalent to the left, or right, coprimeness of the 
polynomial matrices CS=iG,zP1 and z”Z. 

LEMMA 3.17. Let G(z) = Cf,lG,z-’ be Hamiltonian with G, nonsingu- 
lar. Then: 

(i) Ifs is even then 

G(z) = !, z-“Z 

where Z is a uniquely determined signature matrix 

(ii) Zf s is odd then 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 

G(z) = H Jz-” (3.72) 
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with 

(3.73) 

Proof. We will discuss each case separately. 
(i): Since we assume s is even we have G, = G,. Let Z of (3.71) be the 

unique congruence canonical form of G,. Thus there exists a nonsingular 
matrix X, for which 

G, = X,ZX,. (3.74) 

We claim that G(z) = H Z;z-‘, or equivalently, that there exists a polynomial 
matrixX(z)=X,+ .. . XS_rzS-r and a polynomial matrix P such that 

G(x) = X”(z)(Zx-“)X(z)+ P(z). (3.75) 

This can be rewritten in the form 

By equating coefficients of negative powers of z we obtain the system of 
equations 

XJX,, = G, 

X’,ZX, - XJX, = G,Y_ 1 
(3.76) 

&-2X,_, - it,ZX,_, + . . . +( - 1)"~'J?',,ZX, = G,. 

We solve the system recursively. The first equation is solvable by the 
symmetry of G, and X, is nonsingular. Next G,s_ 1 is skew-symmetric, so 
G,p,= -G,Y_,. The second equation can be solved by putting X’,ZX, = 
G,_,/2, or 

X, = IX-,‘G,_,,‘2, (3.77) 

and we proceed by induction. 
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(ii): Assume s is odd, then G, = - G, and, being nonsingular, G, is 

necessarily even ordered. Therefore it is reducible by the congruence to J 
given by (3.73), i.e. 

G,< = ~:,_K, (3.78) 

for some nonsingular X,. We will show that G(z) = I,.J/zS. This condition 
can be expressed again by (3.75) or equivalently by (3.76). Equating coeffi- 
cients of negative powers of z as before, we obtain the system of equations 

&.JX, - &JX, = G,- 1 

(3.79) 

~JX,_~ - XJX,_, + . . . + ( - I)“- ‘2,~,1X, = G,. 

The first equation is solvable by our assumption that G, is skew-symmetric 

and nonsingular. To solve the second equation we note that, since s - 1 is 
even, G:,_ i = G,_ i. Indeed, 

(X01X, - XJX”) = XJX, - X,./x, = - XJX, + X()./x, 

for 7 = - J. We put now X,]X, = G,_ r /2 and so 

x 

I 

= _ R?Gs-1 
2 ’ 

x = G-Pia 
l 2 ’ 

and clearly 

(3.80) 

We proceed by induction; the details are omitted. 

We can state now the general case. 

THEOREM 3.18. Let G(z) = CTxlGjz-j be Hamiltonian. Then 

G(z)=,diag 2 ,..., $,O,...,O) (3.81) 
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with s1 > s2 > . . . > sk and 

lIi= 

i 

=,I if si is even, 

4 
if si is odd. 

(3.82) 

Here Z,, is an ri x rj signature matrix and Jrj is the rj X ri matrix of the fom 

0 4, 
Jr, = - I 

i i TJ 
0 . 

The matrices Ai and the numbers si are uniquely determined. 

Clearly, Cszlri = rank(G), the rank of G over the field of rational func- 
tions, and C~=rrjsj is equal to the McMillan degree of G. 

Proof We have G(x) = Ci,rGizP’. Since G is Hamiltonian, G, is sym- 
metric or skew-symmetric according as s is even or odd. Let T be a 
nonsingular matrix that reduces G,Y to its congruence canonical form. Thus 

and 

s even, 
s odd. 

This implies 

G’(~) = FG(z)T 

61 GY2 
= G,, G,, ’ i i 
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With Gft’ = Gii and GE = G,,, we can get rid of the off-diagonal terms by 
Hamiltonian equivalence. We note that Range HG,, = X”Il, and clearly 

Range Hc,, c Range Hell. Applying Theorem 2.32, there exists a polynomial 
matrix C such that G,, = r_G,,C. Define a unimodular polynomial matrix X 

by 

x(z)= :, -“,‘y. ! (3.83) 

Then clearly 

and similarly, since G,, = Gz = a_C”G,,, 

rX’GX= (G;1 ;,), 

i.e. 

G=,,!G;l ;,). 
We proceed by induction, applying the same process to the transfer 

function G’. 
To prove uniqueness assume G is Hamiltonianly equivalent to both 

diag 2 ,..., $$O ,..., 0 
I i 

and 

i 
. 

(3.84) 

(3 85) 

Wewillprovethats=t,ki=li,andAi=A\fori=l,...,s. 
By applying realization theory, the invariant factors of the generators in 

minimal realizations based on (3.84) and (3.85) are zkl counted dim A, times, 
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i=l , . . . ,s, and ~‘1 counted dim A: times, i = 1,. . . , t. By the state space 
isomorphism theorem we have s = t, ki = Zi, and dim Ai = dim Ai for i = 
1 , . . . , s. It remains to show that Ai and A\ are equal. For indices i such that ki 
is odd, this is clear for then both Ai and A\ are of the form (3.73) with the 
size of the matrices being equal. 

Now G = H G’ clearly implies K zkG = n 7~_ zkG’. Note that for odd k 
T_ .z kG is no longer Hamiltonian but rather skew-Hamiltonian. We can 
compute the signature of the Hankel map induced by 7~_ k”G for k odd: 

This in turn implies 

u(Ai) = a( A:) for all even ki , 

and we are done. n 

Case II: o(z) = (2 - 2)s 
In this case we assume 

partial fraction expansion 

that the Hamiltonian transfer function G has a 

G(z)= i 
j=l j=l 

= z~l(Aj+Bji)(zZ-u2)-j. 

The assumption that G is Hamiltonian is equivalent to 

or to 

Dj = ( - l)‘cj 

Ai=Aj and Bj= -Bj. 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 

We focus first on the case that A, + B,z is left, or right, coprime with 
(2 - a2)“Z. Now A, + B,z and (x2 - a2)“Z are left coprime if and only if the 
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polynomial matrix 

(A, + B,x)( z2 - a’)1 (3.90) 

has a right polynomial inverse, which in turn is equivalent to the right 
invertibility of that matrix for all z. Thus the coprimeness condition is 
equivalent to the invertibility of A, + aBs. 

LEMMA 3.19. Let A = A, B = - B. Then A f aB are invertible if and 
only if the block matrix 

T= A 
i 

aB 
- aB -A 

is invertible. 

Proof Assume A + aB are invertible, and let 

i.e., 

Ax+aBy=O, 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 

(3.93) 
-aBx-Ay=O. 

By adding and subtracting these two equations we obtain 

(A - aB)(x - y) = 0, 
(3.94) 

(A + aB)(x + y) = 0. 

Hence x - y = 0 and x + y = 0 or x = y = 0. Thus the matrix T is invertible. 

Conversely, assume the matrix, T is invertible. Since A+ = A - aB, the 
matrices A + aB and A - aB are simultaneously singular or nonsingular 
Assume there exist vectors u and v such that 

(A + aB)u = 0, 

(A - aB)v = 0. 
(3.95) 
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This implies 

i.e. 

A(u+u)+aB(u-u)=O, 

A(u-v)+aB(u+u)=O, 
(3.96) 

Since T is invertible, we must have u + 0 = u - u = 0 and hence u = u = 0, 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. n 

We note that under the previous assumptions, namely that A = A and 
B = - B, the matrix T of (3.91) is symmetric. Hence T is reducible by 
congruence to a diagonal matrix. The special structure of T is reflected in the 

diagonalization. 

LEMMA 3.20. Let A = A, B = - B, and T be the block matrix defined in 

(3.91). Then if ( $) is an eigenvector of T corresponding to the eigenvalue h, 

so is Y 
( 1 x ’ 

and it corresponds to the eigenvalue - h. 

Proof. By assumption 

This is equivalent to 

or to 

Hence 

Ay + aBx 
-aBy-Ax)= j I”^:)’ 

A 
- aB :“,I( i)= -‘(i)* 
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COROLLARY 3.21. Under the previous assumptions there exists a non- 
negative diagonal matrix L and an orthogonal matrix of the form 

x Y 
i i Y x 

such that 

The matrix L is positive if and only if T is nonsingular. By factoring 
L = Z?PK we may assume without loss of generality that L is an orthogonal 
projection. 

Proof. Since T is symmetric, it has only real eigenvalues, and eigenvec- 
tors corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal. Therefore there 
exists an orthogonal basis consisting of eigenvectors of T. Noting the previous 
lemma, we have for the matrix of eigenvectors, properly ordered, 

and (3.97) follows using orthogonality and a change of notation. n 

COROLLARY 3.22. Zf T is invertible, then there exists X, Y such that 

;B :;j=(; ;)(; “I)(; ;)’ (3.g8) - 

Proof. By our assumption L is positive and so factorable in the form 
L = RR. By a change of notation for X, Y, (3.98) follows from (3.97). n 

The next lemma treats the case where 

G(z)= i (Aj+Bjz)(z2-a3)~~i 
j=l 

(3.99) 

and As + B,z is coprime with (x2 - a’)“Z. 
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LEMMA 3.23. Let the Hamiltonian transfer function G(z) be given as 
above and the coprimeness assumption satisfied. Then 

G(z) = H(~2 - a’)-“I. (3.100) 

Proof We will show there exists a polynomial matrix 

s-1 

X(z)= C (Xi+Yiz)(z"-a2)' 
i=O 

that is coprime with (x2 - a’)‘I, and a polynomial matrix P, for which 

Gb>=X%) (z2fU2)sX(Z)+W~ (3.101) 

or equivalently 

s-l 

G(z) = c (zi - Fiz)(z2 - a2)i (~” jaz),y 
i=O I 

s-1 

C (Xi+Yiz)(z2-a2)i (3.102) 
i=O 

Multiplying by ( z2 - a2)‘, we obtain 

s-1 

(z”-a2)“G(n)= c (A,+B,z)(z~-~~)~-~ 
k=l 

s-l s-l 

c c (ai-~~z)(Xj+Yjz)(z2-a2)‘+’ mod(z2-a2)S. 
i=() j=O 

I 

Now 
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Hence by equating the polynomial coefficients of ( Z2 - a2)s-k we obtain the 
system of equations 

As_k+Bs_k~= c [(XiXj-a2YiYj)+(XiYj-YiXj)z] - c YiYj. 
i+j=k i+j=k-1 

(3.103) 

This system is easily solved recursively. For k = s it reduces to 

which can be rewritten in 

&X0 - u”~~Y~ = A,, 

a,r, - ~()x, = B,, 

the following matrix form: 

(3.104) 

This equation is solvable for X,, Y, by an application of Corollary 3. 
Moreover the coprimeness assumption guarantees the nonsingularity of the 
block matrix 

i 

AS aB, 
- aB, -A, i 

and hence also that of 

X” au, 

i 1 aY0 X0 . 

This in turn is equivalent to X, + Y,z being coprime with (x2 - a2)“I. 
Next we proceed by induction. Assume we have solved already for Xi, Y, 

i = l,... , k - 1. Then (3.103) can be rewritten as 

(X0x, + XkXO - U”Y”Yk - a21;kYo) + ( XOYk - YkX” + &Y” - Y”X,)Z 

(3.106) 
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and 

k-l 

Ns_k = A,_, - c (if&i - &iYk_i)+ ‘=’ 
i=l c 

i=l 

and 

k-l 

B' Bs-k- s-k = c (if&_ - ~{Xk-i). 
i=l 

Note that we still have kSP k = A’- k and B,‘_ k = - B,i_ k. Thus Equation 
(3.106) can be rewritten in the matrix form 

This can be solved for X,, Yk by observing that 

is a solution of (3.107). This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Next we treat the general case. 

THEOREM 3.24. Let 

G(z)= 2 
Ai + Bjz 

j=l (,2-a2)j 

be a Hamiltonian transfer function. Then 

I I 
G(z)=.diag Cz2_r:2)V, ,..., (,,_‘a2)VL ,O,...,O (3.108) 

with the 1; and vi uniquely determined, assuming v1 > v2 > . . . > vke 
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Proof. If A, f aEIS are invertible, then it follows from Lemma 3.23. 
Otherwise, by Corollary 3.21, there exist X, Y, and an orthogonal projection P 
such that 

This is equivalent to the solution of the pair of equations 

T?A,X - a2YAsY + &fB,Y - a2yBsX = P, 
(3.109) 

XA,Y - YA,X + gB,X - a2?BsY = 0. 

By computing (X - Yz)(z2 - a2)“G(z)(X + Yz) mod (z2 - a2)“it follows 
that, modulo polynomial terms, 

s - 1 
(&h)G(z)(X+Yz)= ,,?Ta2,s + c 

kj + BI’z 

j=l (,2-g)j 

Thus if 

then G = H G’, where 

I 0 p= rl 

i i 0 0 

and 

G,,(d = 

whereas the other entries have poles of order s - 1 at most. In particular it 
follows that Range Hc,, c Range HG,,, and so we can apply Theorem 2.22 to 
reduce G’ by Hamiltonian equivalence to the form 

G’= z~,/(~2-a2)” 
i 0 
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and G” has poles of order s - 1 at most. We proceed by induction, applying 
the same process to G”. 

To prove uniqueness assume G is Hamiltonianly equivalent to both 

l Z Z 
diag (z2 _r;2)v, Y.‘*> (z2 _r;2)., ,o,...>o i 

(3.110) 

and 

Applying the realization theory, the invariant factors of the generators in 
minimal realizations based on (3.110) and (3.111) are 

(~2-uz)“~countedr,times,i=l,...,k,and 
(~2-a2)1*~countedqitimes,i=1,...,Z. 

By the state space isomorphism we must have k = I, vi = pi and ri = oi for 
i=l , . . . , k. This completes the proof. n 

Case ZZZ: 9(n) = (x2 + ~2’)’ 
Here we assume the Hamiltonian transfer function G has the partial 

fraction expansion 

G(z) = c (Aj + Bjz)(z2 + u”) -j. (3.112) 
j=l 

Since G is Hamiltonian, we have 

Aj = Aj and Bj= - Bj. (3.113) 

We consider first the case where A, + B,7z is coprime with (z 2 + u2)“Z. 
This condition is in turn equivalent to the invertibility of A, f i&J,. To get a 
real condition we quote the following lemma from [22]. 

LEMMA 3.25. Let A and B be real matrices. Then A _t iuB are invertible 
if and only if the matrix 

is. 

(3.114) 
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Note that if A = A and fi = - B, then T is a real symmetric matrix, and 
hence reducible by congruence to diagonal form. 

LEMMA 3.26. Let A = A, fi = - B, and T be the block matrix defined by 

(3.114). Then if ( Ty) is an eigenvector of T corresponding to the eigenvalue 

and it corresponds to the same eigenvalue. 

Proof. By assumption 

(-$j y)( “Y)=‘( “Y)’ 
This is equivalent to 

which can be rewritten as 

COROLLARY 3.27. Under the previous assumptions there exists a real 
diagonal matrix L and an orthogonal matrix 

such that 

Without loss of generality L can be taken of the form 

with 2 a signature matrix. 
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Proof. T is symmetric; hence there exists an orthonormal basis consisting 
of eigenvectors of T. Note that, by the previous lemma, eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to the same eigenvalues can be taken pairwise orthonormal in the 
form 

(“Y) and ($ 
which are easily checked to be orthogonal. Thus we can find an orthogonal 
matrix of the form 

such that 

and (3.115) follows using orthogonality and a change of notation. W 

COROLLARY 3.28. Zf T, defined in (3.114), is invertible, then there exists 
a signature matrix Z such that 

Proof. Factor L of Corollary 3.27 in the form L = AER, and the result 
follows by redefining X and Y. W 

LEMMA 3.29. Let the Hamiltonian transfer function G be given by 

G(z)= i 
Aj + Bjz 

j=l (z2+a2)j’ 

and assume A, + B,z is coprime with (x2 + a2)“Z. Then 

G(z) = H2/(z2 + a2)‘, 

(3.117) 

(3.118) 

where Z: is a signature matrix, uniquely determined by G. 
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Proof. We wiIl show that there exists a polynomial matrix X(z) = 
L::‘:i(Xi + Y,z)(z2 + u’)~ that is coprime with (z2 + a2)“Z and a polynomial 
matrix P for which 

G(z) = XH(z) ’ 
( z2 + Q2)’ 

X(z)+ P(z), 

or equivalently that 

s ~ 1 

c (xi-yiz)(z2+a2)i 
I=0 

i 

s-1 

x c (xj+Y$)(z2+a2)i +P(x). 
i=O I 

(3.119) 

(3.120) 

Multiplication by ( z2 + a2)S yields 

i 

s-l s-1 

= c c (z,--iz)Z(Xj+Yjz)(z2+a2)i+j mod(z2+u2)‘, 
;=(Jj=o 

Now 

= [(&xxi + a2Y,2yj)+ ( Z,ZY, - Yi~xjjz] cz2 + 2)l+j 

+yiZYi(z2+a")i+j+'. 

Hence, by equating the polynomial coefficients of (z2 + u~)‘-~, we obtain 
the system of equations 

A s_k + &$ = 
i+j=k 

+ c Yi"Yj, 
i+j=k-1 

(3.121) 
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This we proceed to solve recursively. For k = s this reduces to 

T?‘,ZX, + a27 ZY = A 
0 0 S) 

(3.122) 
X&Y, - Y(Jxa = B,) 

which can be rewritten in matrix form as 

That this matrix equation is solvable is the content of Corollary 3.27. 
Moreover the invertibility of 

guarantees the coprimeness of X, + Y,z and (x2 + a2)“1. 
Next we proceed by induction. Assume we solved for Xi, Y,, i = 0,. . . , k - 1. 

Then (3.121) can be rewritten as 

+ (@Y, - &t;X, + X,zY, - Ya’,zY,&, (3.124) 

where 

k-l k-l 

A\pk = A,_, - c (XiZXk_l + a2~i~yk_i)- c v~~yk-l-i 
i=l i=O 

and 

k-l 

B' Bs-k- s-k = c (xizY,_i - Yizx,_i). 
i=l 

Noticing that we stih have A’$ _ k = A,_ k and fii_ k = - B;_ k, we rewrite this 
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in the form 

This can be solved by observing that 

(3.125) 

is a solution of (3.125). The proof of the lemma is complete. 

We pass on to the treatment of the general case. 

THEOREM 3.30. Let 

s A,+Bjz 
G(z)= c 

j=l (Z” + a2)j 

be a Hamiltonian transfer function. Then 

G(z) = Hdiag =,I 2, 
(z2+ a2)yI '.." (z2 +az)rA ,o )..., 0 

i 
. (3.126) 

The numbers vi, assuming v1 > . . . > vk, and the signature matrices are 
uniquely determined. 

Proof. If A, k iaB, are invertible, then we apply Lemma 3.29. Other- 
wise, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.18, we reduce G, by Hamilto- 
nian equivalence, to the form 
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G,,(z)= 
G(“’ 

’ + ‘i’ ’ 
( z2 + u2)” j=l (Z” + U2)j 

and the other entries having poles of order s - 1 at most. Since clearly 
Range HGlz c Range HG,,, we can follow the same line of proof to show the 
existence of the Hamiltonian equivalence (3.126). 

To show uniqueness let us assume G is Hamiltonianly equivalent to both 

diag 2, =k 
(z2 + a2)“l ‘...’ (z2 + a2)“k ,o,...,o 

i 

(3.127) 

and 

diag 2; =; 
(z2 + a2)P1 ‘..” (z2 + a2)Pf 

(3.128) 

That k = 1, rank Zi = rank Zi, and vi = pi for i = 1,. . . , k follows from the 
state space isomorphism theorem. It only remains to show that actually 
zi = 2;. 

Clearly if G, = H G, and p is any polynomial, then 7~ pG, = H 7~ pG,. 
The Hamiltonian equivalence of the transfer functions in (3.127) and (3.128) 
implies, using (z2 + u2)“l-l, 

=1 =; 
-=ff 2 z2 + a2 z +a2 ’ 

This means there exists a polynomial matrix X, + Yax such that 

=; -= 
z2 + a2 

n_(T?,-Y”z)- z1 (X,+Y()z) 
.z2 + a” 

This reduces to the pair of equations 

itoZIX, + a2P Z Y = C’ 0 10 1) 

X"C,Y, - $)oz,x, = 0. 
(3.129) 
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These can be written as the matrix equation 

and this implies the equality 2, = Z;. 
We proceed now by induction. Assume we have proved Zi = 22; for 

i = l,..., k. Multiplying by (z2 + u~)‘~+I-~ and eliminating the polynomial 
part, we have the Hamiltonian equivalence of 

and 

as 

with 

I: ktl 

z2 + a2 

z k+l 
G, = ~ %+1 

z2+ a2 ’ 
G; z ~ 

.z2 + a2 
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Cl = diag 
i 

2, & 
(22+a2)y1-yl+l+l”“’ (z2+az)wk+1+l 

By our assumption there exists a polynomial matrix 

x11 x12 
i i x21 x22 ’ 

left coprime with diag((x2 + u~)~~-“~+~+~,...,(z~ + CZ~)“~~“~+~+‘), and for 

which 

This i__ mplies the followi ng relations: 

,I.- (X,HIG,X,, + X2H1G,X,,) = G,, (3.130) 

+JI_ (X,H,G,X,, + X,H,G,X,) = 0, (3.131) 

r_ (X,H,G,X,, + X&G,X,,) = G;. (3.132) 

The equality of McMillan degrees of both sides of (3.130) implies X,, is 
coprime with (2’ + a2)Z. The second equation implies that X,, is left divisible 

by 

Hence in the last equation the term XEG,X,, is actually a polynomial term, 
and so 

G; = X,H,G,X,, + P2. (3.133) 

By symmetry a similar relation holds with the roles of G, and Gi 
interchanged, which implies G, = H Gk. By an argument used before it follows 
that zk+r = Zi+r, and the proof is complete. n 
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Case IV: q(x)= [(z - a)’ + b2]“[(x + a)’ + b2]’ 
In this case we assume the Hamiltonian transfer function G has a partial 

fraction expansion of the form 

G(z)= c 
Aj + Bj(z -u) 

+c 
cj+Dj(Z+a) 

j=l [(x-a)2+b2]j j=l [(.Z+U)2+b2]j’ 

(3.134) 

Since G is Hamiltonian we have the additional relations 

Cj=Aj and Dj= -Bj. (3.135) 

Hence we actually have 

G(z)= c 
Aj + Bj(z -u) +c Aj - Bj(Z + u) 

j=l [(s-a)2+b2]j j=l [(Z+U)2+h2]j’ 

(3.136) 

We will consider first the special case where As + B,( z - a) is coprime 
with [(z - a)2 + b2] “1. This is also equivalent to the coprimeness of A, - 
B,( z + a) and [(z + a)2 + b2]“Z. Alternatively it is equivalent to the invertibil- 

ity of A, f ibB,. 
For later use we will need a few lemmas. 

LEMMA 3.31. Let Z be a real nonsingular matrix. Then 

are congruent. 

Proof. Let 

z = u( 2z)“2 (3.137) 

be the unique polar decomposition of Z, with U orthogonal. Since (ZZ)‘/2, 
the positive square root of ZZ, is itself a positive symmetric map, there exists 
an orthogonal basis consisting of eigenvectors of (ZZ)“’ corresponding to 
positive eigenvalues. Let @ be the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors, 
and R the positive diagonal matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues. Thus 

( 2zy2@ = QR * (3.138) 
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(3.139) 
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Define the orthogonal matrix \k by 

\k=U@. 

From (3.138) it follows that 

ZQ = v( Zz)“% = v( (aR> = \kR, 

i.e., 

Z@=\kR. (3.140) 

Transposing the previous equality and using orthogonality, we obtain 

kz = ii*, (3.141) 

or 

%B = @R. (3.142) 

Putting (3.141) and (3.142) together we obtain the matrix relation 

(3.143) 

Since obviously the matrix 

is orthogonal, we have 

Factoring R = AA, we have 

and the proof is complete. 
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If the matrix 2 in Lemma 3.31 has a special structure, that structure may 
be reflected in the matrix that transforms it into congruence canonical form. 
More specifically, we are interested in matrices Z which have the block 
structure 

z=( fB ;j* (3.144) 

First we give a characterization of these matrices. 

LEMMA 3.32. A 2m X2m block matrix Z is of the form (3.144) if and 
only if 

jZJ= z (3.145) 

where 

J=( “I ;)* 

Proof. Let 

satisfy (3.145). Then, since 

I 
0 1 
i 

D 
-B 

(3.146) 

it follows that A = D and C = - B. The converse is obvious. H 

Next we will see how the special structure of Z is preserved in the polar 
decomposition of Z. 

LEMMA 3.33. Let Z be nonsingular and assume Z satisfies the relation 

jZJ= Z. (3.147) 
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Let Z = U(2Z) ‘j2 be the polar decomposition of Z. Then 

juJ=u (3.148) 

and 

j( 2z)lj2J = ( Zz)1/2. (3.149) 

Proof. Assume (3.147) holds. Then 

j2zl = j2Qjz.f = 2~. 

Clearly this implies 

j@z)“J= (2z)” (3.150) 

and hence that for any polynomial p 

jp(2z>.f= p(2z). (3.151) 

Since ZZ is positive, its positive square root ( ZZ)lj2 is a polynomial in ZZ 

and so 

j( Zz)l12J = (2~)~‘~. (3.152) 

Now z = U(ZZ) ‘I2 is the unique polar decomposition of Z. Since 

z = jzJ= ju(Zz)"2J 

= juJj( _2z)‘/2J = ( jUl)( 2Z)"2, 

it follows, by uniqueness of the polar decomposition of nonsingular matrices, 
that 

juJ = u. (3.153) 

This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
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Note that, since U is orthogonal, i.e. UU = I, we have the equality 

.7UJU = I, or equivalently 

UJO= J (3.154) 

i.e., U is orthogonal and symplectic. 
If Z is singular, its polar decomposition is not unique; however, we can 

still get a version of Lemma 3.33 valid in this case. 

LEMMA 3.34. Let Z be any matrix that satisfies (3.147) with J given by 
(3.146). Then there exists a polar decomposition Z = U( gZ)1/2 with U orthog- 
onal such that (3.148) and (3.149) hold. 

Proof, As in Lemma 3.33, we have 

J( 2zyJ = (2z)? (3.155) 

Now Range (ZZ) ‘1’ = Range Z, and for any unitary map in a polar 
decomposition of Z, UIRange(ZZ) ‘I2 = U [Range Z is uniquely determined, 

and moreover U(Range Z) = Range Z. Thus we have the following commuta- 
tive diagram: 

(1 
Range2 - Range Z 

1 
i 

I . 

Range Z 
u I 

----+ RangeZ 

We will complete the proof by showing that there exists an orthogonal 
map U: Ker Z + Ker Z such that the diagram 

KerZ -% Ker Z 

I 
I I 

I 

KerZ 5 Ker Z 

is commutative. 
That J(KerZ) = Ker Z follows from the fact that J is orthogonal and 

JZ = ZJ. 
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Given 0 # + E Ker 2, then 9, ./$I are linearly independent, in fact orthog- 
onal; for ($, .@) = (I$, $) = (+, 7~) = - (9, I$), which implies that 

($% J@) = 0. 
Choose now an orthonormal basis for Ker Z of the form { +r, . . . , c#+, 

I@ 1,. . . ,& }, and similarly an orthonormal basis { #r, . . . , I),, J# 1,. . . ,I#, } for 
Ker Z. Define a map U: Ker Z + Ker Z by 

(3.156) 

We only have to show that (UJ)(J&) = (IV)(&). But this follows from 

and we are done. 

The following theorem is a strengthening of Lemma 3.31. 

THEOREM 3.35. Let Z be a 2m X 2m matrix that satisfies (3.145). Then 
there exist nonsingular X, Y such that 

and 

jxI= x, 
DI=Y, 

(3.157) 

(3.158) 

and P is the orthogonal projection on Rangei. In particular, if Z is 
nonsingular, P = I. 

Proof. Let Z = u@z) 1/2 be a polar decomposition of Z that satisfies 

(3.148) and (3.149): Then clearly P(iZ)‘/2 = (iZ)‘/2. Let X be any map 
such that XlRange Z = (ZZ)“‘, and X maps Ker Z onto Ker Z with JXJ = X 
satisfied. This X can be constructed as in the previous le_mma. Clearly 
Z = UP( iZ)‘/2 = UPX, and the result follows by choosing X = U. n 

LEMMA 3.36. Let 

s Aj+Bj(x-a) 
G(z)= c 

s Aj-Bj(z+a) 
+c 

j=l [(z-a)“+b”]’ j=l [(z+a)2+b”]i 
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be a Hamiltonian transfer function. Then G = cr G’, where 

G’(z)= [(.z-af2+b2]‘+ [(z+ay2+b2]’ 

s-1 A;+B;(z-a) 
+c 

S-1 kj-Bi(z+a) 
+c 

j=l [(s-a)2+b2]j j=l [(z+a)2+b2]j 

for some orthogonal projection P. 

Proof. We consider the matrix 

‘0 0 A, - bB, 

0 0 bB, A, 

A, b& 0 0 

\-b& A, 0 0 

63 

(3.159) 

By Theorem 3.35 there exists an orthogonal projection P such that the matrix 
in (3.159) is congruent to 

0 0 P 0 
0 0 0 P 

Moreover the congruence is by a matrix of the form 

i 2,, bz,‘, 0 0 

- bi,‘, 2, 0 0 

0 0 yo - by,’ 

\ 0 0 by,’ Y, 

Clearly it follows that 
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Given any two nonzero real numbers v,, w,, then the matrix 

! vsz - bw,Z 

bw,Z v,Z I 
is invertible and its inverse is of the same form. By defining X,, X6 through 

we obtain the equality 

This in turn is equivalent to the following two equalities: 

and 

P = vS{ XaA,Y, + b2X0B,Y,,‘+ b2X&Y, + b2X;ASYo’} 

+ w,b2{ if;A,Y, - b’&B,YO’- ~,B,Y, - &A,Y,‘) (3.160) 

0 = - bv,{ &,A,Y,‘+ J?,BSYo - &A,Y, + b2rt,‘BSY,,‘} 

- bw,{ b2X;AsYc’ + b2r;‘;BSYo + T?,A,Y,, - b2&J3SYo’}. (3.161) 

Define now a polynomial matrix X(Z) by 

X(z)= [(z-a)2+b2]S(XO+X;(t+a)) 

+[(~+a)~+b~]~(Y~+Y&z-u)). 

Clearly ?r_(XHGX) is also a Hamiltonian transfer function, and we proceed 
to calculate the coefficients of [(x - a>2 + b2]-’ and [(z + a)2 + b2] -‘. These 
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are determined by the corresponding terms of 
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?7([(z-u)2+bq -“[( 25 + u)2+ b2]2s(r;.-, - a;(, -u)) 

x(4 + 4b - a>)(% +%‘b -a))) 

and 

respectively. 
Let v,, w, be defined by 

[(z+a)2+b2]2smod[(.z-n)2+b2] =z),~+w~(z-u). (3.162) 

Since (z + a)’ + b2 and (x - a)’ + b2 are coprime, it follows that 
v,” + b2w: > 0. In particular the matrix 

[h”;, -?I 

is invertible. 
Let us compute therefore 

(us + ws(z - 4) 

x(&-x:(;(z-u))(A,~+B,J-a)) 

(YO+Yl(s-u))mod[(s-a)“+b”] 

Now 

(v,~+w~(z-u))(~,-~~(z-u))mod[(z-u)2+b2 

=(vs~o+b2ws~~)+(ws&,-vs~-(;)(~-u). 

. (3.163) 

‘I 
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Similarly 

(A,+B,(z-n))(Y,+Y,'(z-a))mod[(2:--))2+bE] 

=(AsYo-b2BsY,')+(BsYo+A,Y,')(z-a), 

and so (3.163) reduces to 

by virtue of the equalities (3.160) and (3.161). 

COROLLARY 3.37. Let G(n) be a Humiltonian transfer function of scalar 
type of the form 

s Aj+Bj(x-a) 
G(z)= c 

s Aj-B,(z+u) 
+c 

i-1 [(d-u)‘+b2]j i=l [(z+a)2+b2]i 

with the matrix 

nonsingular. Then G = “G’ with 

G’(z)= [(z-af2+b2]‘+ [(z+afz+b”]’ 

(3.164) 

s-1 A;+Bi’(z-a) 
+c 

s-l A, 

+C 
j-B;(z+u) 

j-1 [(z-_))2+b2]j i-1 [(z+u)2+b2]j’ 
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COROLLARY 3.38. Let Z be the m x m identity matrix. Then G(x) = 
Z,‘[(z - a)‘+ b’]“[(z + a)‘+ b’]’ is Hamiltonianly equivalent to a transfer 
function of the form 

‘(‘)= i(:-af”+b’]‘+ [(~+uf’+b’]’ 

s-1 A;+Bi(z-a) 
+c 

s-1 A;-B;(z+a) 
+c 

j=l [(t-a)‘+b’]j j=l [(s+a)‘+b2]” 

COROLLARY 3.39. Let G(z) be a Hamiltonian transfer function of the 

f OlVl 

Then 

9 Aj+Bj(z-a) 
G(z)= c 

s Aj-Bj(Z+a) 

+C 
j=l [(z-a)2+b2]j j=l [(z+a)‘+b2]j’ 

with Gi of scalar type [(z - a)” + b2]“f[(z + a)’ + b21sl, 

Proof. Applying the previous lemma, we have 

s-1 A>+B;(z-a) 
+c 

s-1 A;+!(z+a) 
+c 

j=l [(t--)2+b2]j j=l [(s+a)2+b2]i’ 

Let dimRangeP = p. Choose a basis {e, ,..., e,,,} of [w”’ such that {el ,..., e,} 
is a basis for RangeP. Then in that basis G has the matrix representation 

G(z)= 
i 

G,,(z) G,,(z) 
G2dt) G,,(z) i 
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with G,, of scalar type [(n - a)’ + b’]“[(z + a)2 + b2]’ and 

n_[(z-u)"+~"]~-~G~.=O 
‘I for (i,j)E {(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)}. 

Clearly Range Hc,, c Range Ho,,. Hence, by Theorem 2.22, there exists a 
polynomial matrix X for which 

G,, = a_G,,X, (3.165) 

which in turn implies 

Consider now 

G,, = G,H, = -n_ XHG; = 7~_ XHGll. 

Gl2 - GllX 
G, - XHG12 - G,,X + XHGllX 

where 

Gh2 = T_ (G,, - XHG,, - G,,X + XHG,rX) = T_ (G, - G,,X) 

satisfies 

Proceeding by induction, the result follows. n 

We discuss now the reduction to canonical form of a Hamiltonian transfer 
function of scalar type [(x - a)2 + b2]“[(z + a)2 + b2]‘. 

THEOREM 3.40. Let G(z) be an m x m Humiltoniun transfer function of 
scalar type [(x - u)~ + b2]“[(z + u)2 + b’]‘. Then 

(3.166) 
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Proof By Corollary 3.38 G is Hamiltonian-equivalent to a transfer 
function of the form 

+c A) + q( x - u) +c 
“; - Bjl( x + u) 

j=l [(z-_))2+b2]j j=l [(Z+a)2+b2]j' 

(3.167) 

and so is any Hamiltonian transfer function of the same type. It suffices to 
show that any transfer function of the form (3.166) is Hamiltonian-equivalent 
to 

(3.168) 

and the result follows by transitivity. 
To show the Hamiltonian equivalence of the transfer functions in (3.166) 

and (3.168) let us define X by 

s-1 

X(z)= [(z-u)2+b2]S c (X,+K;(a+a))[(z+a)2+b2]k 
k=O 

(3.169) 

We want to show that 

k-1 A’~+I?((z-a) 
+c 

s-l A’i+B;(z+a) 
+c 

j=l [(z-a)2+b2]i j=l [(Z+CZ)2+b2]j 
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is solvabIe with the bIock matrices 
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invertible. 

Now 

n_ XHGX 

=T_ [(-_+u)“+~2]*~~~1(~j-R~(a-u))[(a-a)e+bsjj l j=O 

x ((Z-ufZ+h2,s + ,(z+u;2+b2]. i i 
x [(‘-u)‘+b2~“:~~(xj+x;(z+u))[(i+u)2+b2]~ i 

+[(~+u)2+V]‘t~1(Y~+Y~(~-u))[(~-u)2+~2]~~. 
k=O 

= ?i_ [(z + q2+ bq2s[(z - u)2+ h2] -s 
s-l .9-l 

s-l s-l 

x j~“~130(i;,-~~(3+U))(~j+Xi(Z-u))[(x-u)2+h’]j+~ 

= G’(z). 
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Clearly it suffices to solve 

71_ [(z + u)2+ bq2s[(z - u12+ h”] -s 
xj~oir;,(“-j-B;(z-u))(Y~+Y;(~--O))[(Z-~)2+~21j+~ 

_ 

=T-XH I ,(z-u;2+hZ]s+ [(z+uf2+bqs x i 
Aj + Bj(x -u) 

= [(j-uf2+b2,s+~1 [(2_u)2+b”]j’ 
(3.171) 

Equating coefficients of [(x - a>2 + b2] m-S on both sides and denoting 

t~~+w~(z-ua)= [(~+.)~+b~]~mod[(z-n)~+b”], 

we have 

z=[(~+u)~+b~]~~(~~-~~(,-u))(Y~+Y,’(z-u))mod[(z-u)~+b~] 

=(~~+~~(~-u))(~,-~~(,-u))(Y~+Y~(~-u))mod[(z-a)~+b~] 

= [ oJ a,r, + Px;Y,I) - W$“( &)y; - Z;r,)] 

+[“S(X,,Y~+b28~Y~)+~~(~~Y~-R~Y~)](Z-u), 

or 

and 

This can be rewritten as the matrix equation 

and this is clearly solvable with the matrices in (3.170) invertible. 
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Next we proceed by induction, assuming we have solved already 
for Xi, Yk, 0 < j, k < n - 1. To this end we equate coefficients of 
[(z - a)2 + P] -s+” in (3.171). We clearly have 

X([(z+u)2+b2]2s[(~0-x;(t-u))(Yn+Y;(Z-a)) 

+(X,-X~(z-~))(Y,+Y,‘(z-a))])mod[(z--(1)2+b2] 

+ (terms without X, , X,!, , Y,, , Yn’). 

Moving the lower order terms to the other side and correspondingly defining 
A’_,,, Bi_,,, we obtain 

A’_,, + B;-,& - u) 

=([(a+u)2+bq2"[(~"-x~(z-u))(Yn+Y,:(Z-u)) 

+(X,-XL(z-a))(Y0+Ya’(~-a))])mod[(z-~)2+b2 

=(VS+U?.,(z-n))[(X,,-X(+-L2))(Y,+Y;(z-a)) 

+(X,-WA(z-u))(Y,,+~/(z-u))])mod[(z-u)2+b2] 

= V,( X,Y, + PXhY, + X’,Y” + baX;Y,‘) 

- w&“( XeY,’ - XiY, + XnY,’ - XAY”) 

+ WS( R”Y, + PX;r; + &Y, + b”a;Y;)( x - u) 

+u,(X()Y;-X~Y,+X,Y()4;Y,)(n-u), 

or 
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These equations can be rewritten as 

This equation is easily solved directly by letting 

and 

This proves the equivalence. n 

From Theorems 3.18, 3.24, 3.30, 3.39, and 3.40 it is clear that the state 
space of a Hamiltonian realization can be taken as a direct sum of spaces of 
the form X, with 

I 
EXS, s even, E=+l 

(22 - u2)s 

4(z) = +2 + $)S, &=*l 

[(~-~)‘+b2]B[(~+a)2+b’]s, 
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or of the form Xp with 

Q(z)=zS( !l) i) forsodd. 
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In order to obtain realizations in terms of matrices it is convenient to 
construct symplectic bases for all these spaces. Of course there are infinite 
different choices of symplectic bases, but some are natural for the representa- 
tion of the corresponding shift map, and we will concentrate on these. 

THEOREM 3.41. 

(i) Let q(z) = a2* where E = + 1. Then 

{ 1,2, *. . ,z2n-2, &X+1,. . .,&Z } 

is a symplectic basis for X,. 
(ii) Let 

Then 

(3.172) 

(3.173) 

is a symplectic basis for X0. 
(iii) Let q(2) = (z2 - a2)‘. Then 

{1,(z2-a2),(z2-a2)2,...,(z2-a2)SP1,z(z2-a2)”-1, . ..) 4 
(3.174) 

is a symplectic basis for X,. 
(iv) Let q(x)= &(z2 + a2)’ with E= fl. Then 

{l,(Z2+a2),(22+a2)2,...,(u’2+a2)S-’,~~(~2+a2)”-1,...,e5) 

(3.175) 

is a symplectic basis for X,. 
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(v) Let 9(,z) = [(z - a>2 + b2]“[(.z + a>2 + b2]‘. Then with 9+, 9- de- 
fined by 

4+ = [(s-aj2+b2], 9= [(z+a)2+b2], (3.176) 

there exists a symplectic basis for X, of the form 

where f+ , g, , f_ , and g_ are appropriately chosen linear polynomials. 

Proof. (i): We compute 

((z’, d)) = { .z -251, zj> = [ ~(y‘+i), xi] 

= E( _ l)i [ fZn+i+j, 1 1-i &( - l)i _ if i+j=2n-1, 

0 if i+j#2n-1. 

From this the statement follows. 
(ii): We compute 

and similarly 

(( (z~l)~(zrl)))=o. 
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It remains to compute 

= (-l)i-l-s if i+j=s-1, 

0 otherwise. 

Since ( _ l)ipi-s = ( _ l)s-i+l = ( - 1)j if j = s - i + 1, it follows that 

(( yJ,( -l)SPi+i[zpi,)) =l. 

Hence the result follows. 
(iii): The result follows from the fact that, if 0 < m, n < 1, 0 < j, k < s - 1, 

((;~~(~z_.2)j,I’I(IZ_U2)i))=(I)-l)m if m+n=l, j+k=s-1, 
otherwise. 

(3.178) 

(iv) follows from an analogous computation: 

( (P( z2 + a2)j, ny z2 + a”)“)) 

if m+n=l, j+k=s-1, 

otherwise. 
(3.179) 

(v): If 9+ and 9_ are defined by (3.176), then 9 = 9”, ,9?. The coprime- 

ness of 9+, 9- implies the direct sum decomposition 

X,=9”,Xq,+9”X& (3.180) 

where the summands are S,-invariant subspaces. Moreover 

q9s+ f> = 9: sq, f for fEXqY. (3.181) 
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Note that 9:X,, and 9S-X,; are Lagrangian subspaces of X,. Indeed, for 
f, g E X,, we have 

((9s+f,9s+g))= {9TS9:S9S+f,9S+g) = {f&l =O* 

Now every f E X,, has a (unique) representation of the form 

s-l 

f(z)= c (ci+di(n+a))9+. 
i=O 

Consider now 9_(S,)(9”, X,:. This map has, because of (3.181) a two 
dimensional kernel, namely all polynomials of the form 9: 9”_ ‘(c + d( z - a )). 

Now, given f_ E X,_, i.e. flinear, then 

s,(9:9s-‘f) = 9”,9”Tp91”9,“z9”,9”-‘f 

Choose a basis for X,_ by choosing an arbitrary f_ in X, and defining g_ by 

g_ = b-1( s,_ - az) f. (3.182) 

Clearly 

(s,_-a~)~_ =b-‘(sqm-uz)‘f_ =b-‘( -b2f_)= -bf_> 

i.e., the vector polynomial is a solution of 

i 

S,_ - aZ 

bZ 
(3.183) 

f- Conversely if go 
i i 

is any nonzero solution of (3.183), then f _ , g- are 

solutions of 
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Also it is easy to check that if f- 
i i g- 

is a nontrivial solution of (3.183), then 

f_ , g_ are necessarily linearly independent. A similar matrix equation can be 
constructed for ((S,+ + al I2 + b2Z) h = 0. 

Next we note that 9;9S-1X,+ is orthogonal, in the alternating metric of 
X,, to all subspaces 9?9:X,,, i=l,...,s-1. Indeed, for f EXu_ and 

g E X,+7 

as the product of two polynomial terms vanishes. 
Given f_ E X, _, there exists a g, E X,+ such that 

We define now f, and g_ by 

g_ = b-‘(S, - .I)f_ (3.184) 

and 

f+ = - b-l@,+ + aI)g+ . (3.185) 

Since the alternating metric (( , )) in X, is nondegenerate and f+ , g, are 
linearly independent, we necessarily have 

and by resealing f+ and g, we may as well assume that 

It follows now that 

(3.186) 

((9s+9~-k > 9s f+ >> 

= (( q”+qF-lb-l(Sq_ -.Z)f-,Y"(-l)b~'(S,*+ar)g+)) 

= - b2((9”,9”-‘f-3 95 g+ >> = 0 
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and finally 
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(+7st4:-1g- > 9s g, )) 

= 
CC 

9s+9”-‘bP( s,_ - nz)f_,91(-l)b-‘(S~++nl)~1f+j)) 

=((9;9s-1f-,9”f+))=1. 

To complete the proof note that for any linear h,, h, we have, with i + j = 
s - 1, 

((9”+9:hr,O&h,)) = ((9”+Clh,>q”h,)). 

Since the choice of f_ in X,_ is arbitrary, we will choose 

f_(z)=b; (3.187) 

then necessarily 

gg(z)=(z-u). (3.188) 

This choice completely determines also f+ and g, . They may be easily 
computed, but they will not be needed in the sequel, so the computation is 
omitted. n 

We can get now a matrix representation for the shift operator in the 
symplectic spaces we considered relative to the symplectic bases constructed 
in the above theorem. 

THEOREM 3.42. Let S, be the shift in the spaces X, considered in 
Theorem 3.41, So in case (ii). Then relative to the respective symplectic bases 
it has the folloukg matrix representation: 

(9 

E 

E 

0 . . . . 0 

. & 
. . 

. . . 

0 E 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

0 . . . . 0 

1 . 
. . 

. . 
. . . 

1 0 
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0 -1 
. . 

-1 
0.. . . 0 
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(4 

(A N 
. . 

. . 
. . 

. N 
A 

-A 
-N . 

\ 

\ 

where 

-N -A I 
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Proof. The derivation of (i)-(iv) is simple, so we will prove only (v). 
Note that for f E X,_ 

S,qs,qJ-‘f= 9”t9”-‘(S,~f). 

However, for f E X,_ and 0 6 i < s - 1 we have 

S,qs,q' f = 9,;91 zf. 

Inparticular,withf_(x)=bandg_(z)=z-a, 

S,q:q”_‘f_ = 9”+9?p1zb = 9s+9S-1[(z - a)+a]b 

= bq.1 qS_lg_ + aq”, qS_If_ 

and 

(3.189) 

(3.190) 

S,qS,qS- ‘g- = 9: 9”_1Sqm( x - a) = 9,; 9S-4~~ z( 2 - a) 

=9Sq9Yehq (“-a+a)(z-a)=qS,q,~-‘[ -b’+a(z-a)] 

= - bq”,yS-‘f_ + aq:q”_‘gp. 
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On the other hand, for 0 Q i < s - 1, 
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S,q”,q:f_ =9S+9:zb=q”,q’(z_a)b+q”,q’ab 

=bqs+qCg_ +aq”,qL f-, 

whereas 

S&qYg_ =qS+qLz(z--a)=qS,q?(x-a+a)(n-a) 

=9$9\[(z-a)‘+b2] -qS+q:b2+aqJ+qL(z-a) 

= aq”,q\g_ - bqS+q: f_ + b-‘qS+q\+‘f_. n 

4. HAMILTONIAN MAPS 

Let P be a real nonsingular skew-symmetric matrix acting on R’“. Define 
an alternating form on R2” by 

((X> Y>> = (PG Y>T (4.1) 

where (x, y ) is the standard inner product in R 2n. Clearly, by our assumption 
((x, y )) is a nonsingular alternating form on [w 2”. Given a map A: !R 2n + R 2n, 
amapAH: R2n+R2n is defined by the equality 

((Ax> Y>> = ((~2 AHy)) 

holding for all X, y E R2”. Obviously we have 

(4.2) 

or 

AHP= PA, (4.3) 

AH = P-‘&P. (4.4) 

We will say A is P-Hamiltonian if 

A” = - A (4.5) 
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and A is P-skew-Hamiltonian if 

A” zz A (4 5) 

Therefore A is P-Hamiltonian if and only if 

PA= -AP, (4.7) 

and A is P-skew-Hamiltonian if and only if 

PA= AP. (4.8) 

From now on we will concentrate on P-Hamiltonian maps. Since P = - P, 
the equality (4.7) can be rewritten as 

where Q defined by 

(i;;i)= PA, 

Q = PA 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

is symmetric. In particular we can write 

A = P-‘Q, (4.11) 

i.e., A is the product of a nonsingular skew-symmetric matrix and a symmetric 
one. There is another representation of this type for A with the order of the 
factors reversed. Since P is nonsingular and skew-symmetric, so is P-‘, for 

p-‘=(p)-‘=(_p)-‘= -p-l* (4.12) 

Now the equality (4.7) implies that 

Ap-‘= _ p-‘A 

and hence that APpl is symmetric. Putting now 

(4.13) 

Q= AP-‘, (4.14) 
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we have 

A=QP. (4.15) 

Specializing the general definition of Hamiltonian rational functions to the 
case of linear polynomials, we will say that the polynomial D(z) = zP + Q is 
Hamiltonian if 

i+x)= -zI,+O=,P+Q=D(z), 

i.e., D is Hamiltonian if and only if P is skew-symmetric and Q symmetric. 
Hence with a P-Hamiltonian map A we have two Hamiltonian polynomials, 
namely zPzp- ’ - AP- ’ = (,zZ - A)P- ’ and .zP - PA = P( xl - A). 

Before proceeding with the analysis of canonical forms for Hamiltonian 
pencils, we discuss briefly some generalizations of a theorem of Frobenius [ 131 
(in this connection see also [22]) to the context of Hamiltonian maps. The 
theorem characterizes maps which are P-Hamiltonian for some nonsingular 
skew-symmetric P. 

THEOREM 4.1. A real 2n X 2n matrix A is the product of a nonsingular 
skeuvymmetric matrix and a symmetric matrix if and only if A is similar to 
- A. 

Proof. Assume A = PQ with Q symmetric and P nonsingular skew-sym- 
metric. This implies A = - QP or P-‘A = - AP-l, i.e., 

A = P( - @P-l, (4.16) 

and hence A and - A are similar. 
To prove the converse assume first that A is nonsingular and AR = - RA, 

with R nonsingular Since the invariant factors are a similarity invariant, it 
follows, by Theorem 3.9, that all invariant factors of A are even polynomials. 
Let D(z) be the Smith canonical form of ZZ - A. Then we have DH( z) = D(n). 
There exist therefore unimodular matrices U and V for which 

U(z) = (zZ - A)V(z) = D(x) (4.17) 

and hence also 
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since (.zZ - A)H = - ZZ - A, we have 

-VH(z)(zZ+A)U1’(z)=U(x)(zZ-A)V(z) 

and hence 
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(4.18) 

(V”(Z)))~U(~)(~-A)= -(zZ+A)UH(z)V(z)- 

Equivalently 

W(z)(xZ - A) = - (nZ + A)WH(z), 

where 

(4.19) 

w(z) = (v”(z)) -‘u(x) 

is unimodular. 
Define a constant matrix 2 by 

(4.20) 

z = %-l+‘&w, (4.21) 

i.e., 

Then 

W(z)=Z+(zZ+A)Y(z). (4.22) 

WH(z)=i-YH(z)(zZ-A). 

Substituting back in (4.19), we obtain the equality 

z(zZ-A)+(xZ+A)Y(z)(xr-A) 

= -(zZ+d)Z+(xZ+A)Y”(z)(xZ-A) 

and hence 

(4.23) 

(xZ+A)-‘Z+Y(x)= -Z(xZ-A)-'+YH(z), 
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which, by separation into polynomial terms and strictly proper terms, respec- 
tively, yields 

Z(nZ-A)= -(xZ+A)g (4.24) 

and 

Y"(x)=Y(n). (4.25) 

Now the equality (4.24) implies 

z= -2 (4.26) 

and 

ZA = AZ. (4.27) 

Now Z, besides being skew-symmetric, is nonsingular as a result of the left 
coprimeness of W and .zZ + A; hence so is P = Z-i. Let Q = ZA; then by 
(4.27) Q is symmetric, and clearly A = PQ. 

If A is singular, then by a similarity transformation it can be reduced to 
the form 

Al 0 
i 1 0 0 

(4.28) 

with A, nonsingular and similar to - A,. Clearly the lower right corner zero 
is even ordered and hence can be factored as a nonsingular skew-symmetric 
matrix and the zero matrix, which is obviously symmetric. This completes the 

proof. n 

THEOREM 4.2. Let (A, B) be a reachable pair, and assume A is even 
ordered and similar to - A. Then there exists a constant matrix C such that 
(C, A) is observable and G(x) = C(zZ - A)-‘B is a Hamiltonian transfer 
function. 

Proof. Assume first A to be nonsingular. Let A(x) be the Smith form of 
d - A. Since A is similar to - A, all invariant factors of A are even, and 
hence A(z) = AH(z). Let HD-’ be a right coprime factorization of ( ZZ - 
A)-‘B. Since D and ZZ - A have the same Smith form, there exist unimodular 
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matrices U and V such that 

or 

i.e., 

WH(z)D(z)= DH(z)W(z) (4.29) 

with W unimodular. 
Let N= [K(ND-‘)]D; then 

W(z)=N(x)+E(z)D(z) (4.30) 

with ND-’ strictly proper. This implies 

WH( z) = N”( x)-t Df’( X)P’( z) (4.31) 

and hence 

NH(n)D(x)= DH(z)N(z). (4.32) 

This in turn shows that the t.f. G(z) defined by 

G(z)=N(z)D(z)-’ (4.33) 

is Hamiltonian. By Lemma 2.3 of [22], a result proved first by Hautus and 
Heymann [27], it follows that there exists a constant map C such that 

N(x) = m(z). (4.34) 

That (C, A) is an observable pair follows from the right coprimeness of N 
and D. 

If A is singular, it can be reduced by similarity to the form 

Al 0 
i 1 0 0’ 
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Writing the transformed B as 

4 
i i B2 ’ 

then clearly (A,, B,) is reachable and B, has full row rank. We find C, in 
accordance with the first part of the proof, and let C = (C, C,) with C, = B,. 

n 

It is easily seen that Theorem 4.1 is a special case of the above theorem. 
Indeed, if A is even dimensional and A similar to - A, then (A, Z ) is a 
reachable pair. Thus there exists a C such that (C, A) is observable and 
C( zZ - A ) - ’ is Hamiltonian. This implies 

C(zZ-A)-‘= -(zZ+A)-‘c, 

or 

-(xZ+A)C=&Z-A), 

i.e., 

c= -c (4.35) 

and 

AC=cA. (4.36) 

Since in this case observability implies C is invertible, the result follows. 
Let now A be a 2n x 2n real P-Hamiltonian matrix. We define a Hamilto- 

nian pencil D( z ) by 

D(z)= - (XI - A)P? = - zppl + AP-‘. (4.37) 

Clearly in this case X, = R2” and 

((x,y))= {D-‘x,y}= - {P(zZ-A)-‘x,y} 

=-L ( JP zZ-A)p’x,y] = - [P(zZ-A)plx,Jy] 

= [P(zZ-A)-‘x,y] =(Px,y). 
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So the alternating form in X, coincides with the one in R2” which is induced 
by the skew-symmetric matrix P. It is of interest to compute S, in this case. 
For x E X, = R2” 

!$,x=P,zx= -(zZ-A)P-'a_[ -(zZ-A)P-‘1 -l,zx 

=(zZ-A)P-‘n_P(zZ-A)-‘(xl-A+A)x=Ax, 

or 

S,x = Ax. (4.38) 

Now R2” with the P-metric is a symplectic space. Hence it is isomorphic 
to iR2” with the standard symplectic structure given by J of (3.1). This can be 
achieved by transforming any basis to a symplectic basis. 

Let R be the transformation of P into the symplectic structure matrix, i.e. 

iiPR=J. (4.39) 

Then A transforms by similarity to A, = R-'AR. Clearly, A, is Hamiltonian 
in the J-metric. Indeed, 

_ __ 
= -RAR-'fiPR= -d,J. 

Thus the problem of reducing the pair (ALP) to canonical form under the 
action of GL(2n,lR) given by 

is equivalent to reducing the pair (A,, J) to canonical form by the action of 
all GL(2n,R) elements R that keep J invariant, i.e. that satisfy 

RJR= J. (4.40) 

But this is just the group of symplectic maps. 
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We can state now the following theorem (see Williamson [40], Laub and 
Meyer [33], and Burgoyne and Cushman [lo]). 

THEOREM 4.3. Given a nonsingular skew-symmetric matrix P in Iw 2n and 
a P-Hamiltonian matrix A, then there exists a nonsingular matrix R such that 

RPR=diag(J,,...,_lk) (4.41) 

and 

R-‘AR=diag(A,,...,Ak), (4.42) 

where h are standard symplectic structure matrices and Ai are of one of the 
forms given in Theorem 3.42. This canonical form is unique up to reordering. 

Proof Define a polynomial matrix D by 

D(n) = - (xl - A)P-I. (4.43) 

Then D is a nonsingular Hamiltonian polynomial matrix. We saw that 
X, = [w 2n in this case, and that the symplectic metric induced in X, is the 
same as the P-metric in [W2”; moreover, S, = A. We consider now G = 
V_ D’ - D-i, which is a Hamiltonian transfer function of McMillan degree 
2n. We apply now the Hamiltonian realization theory of Section 3 to obtain 

the result. n 

It can be easily seen that this problem is equivalent to the simultaneous 
reduction to canonical form, by congruence, of a pair (P, Q) with P nonsingu- 
lar and skew-symmetric and Q symmetric. 

To this end we let A = PplQ then A is P-Hamiltonian. Moreover when 

(P, Q) + (RPR, RQR), th en A-+(RPR))‘(RQR)= R-‘P-‘QR = R-‘AR, 
i.e. it transforms by similarity. Finding an R that reduces (A, P) to the 
canonical form given by the previous theorem, we have 

RQR = RPAR = RPRR ~ ‘AR = diag( 1 A i i,...JkAk). 

Hence we can state the following theorem, which generalizes the Kronecker- 
Weierstrass theory to this context. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let P and Q be 2n ~2n matrices with P nonsingular 
skew-symmetric and Q symmetric. Then the pair P, Q is simultaneously 
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congruent to 

(diag(J,,. . . , Jk),diag(J,A,,...,J,A,)) 

with the Ji, Ai as in Theorem 4.3. 
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